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I. SUMMARY
This report summarizes the results of the system definition studies conducted by NASAas a part of
the Department of Energy/National Aeronautics and Space Administration SPSConcept Development and Eval-
uation Program. The purpose of the system definition efforts was to identify and define Candidate SPS
concepts and to evaluate the concepts in terms of technical and cost factors. Although the system defi-
nition efforts consisted primarily of evaluation and assessment of alternative technical approaches, a
reference system was also defined to facilitate economic, environmental, and societal assessments by
the Department of Energy. This reference system was designed to deliver 5 GWof electrical power to
the utility grid. Topics covered in this report include system definition; energy conversion and power
management; power transmission and reception; structures, controls, and materials; construction and
operations; and space transportation.
Several energy conversion options were considered during initial studies. These options included
single-crystal silicon, gallium arsenide (single and multiple junction), and amorphous silicon thin-
film photovoltaics; solar/Brayton and solar/Rankine cycle thermal engines; solar/thermionic; and
nuclear/Brayton. Of these, the last two have significantly larger masses relative to the other
systems. The Brayton and Rankine systems are nearly competitive in mass and cost with the photo-
voltaic options. Thin-film amorphous silicon systems may be competitive if radiation resistance and
sufficiently high efficiencies can be achieved. The reference system considered both optional single-
crystal silicon or gallium arsenide solar cells. A geometric sunlight concentration ratio (CR) of 2
was used with a gallium arsenide system, and no concentration (CR = i) was used for the silicon system.
i
Power transmission by microwave (RF) radiation was emphasized in the studies; however, laser trans-
mission was also investigated. For RF generation, the klystron, the amplitron, and the magnetron were
studied. Also, solid-state RF generator concepts were defined. The reference system used microwave
power transmission. The klystron tube was used for DC-RFconversion because of high gain, projected
high efficiency, low noise, and high output per tube.
The reference system ground rectifying antenna (rectenna) consisted of dipole receiving elements
and Schottky barrier diodes on a ground plane which was on panels normal to the microwave beam, with
power distribution and conditioning equipment for the required interfaces with the power grid. Other
concepts, such as waveguides or parabolic concentrators, were also investigated.
With the power conversion-transmission-reception efficiency chain defined for the reference sys-
tem, a power density limit of 21 kW/m_ at the transmitter together with a limit of 23 mW/cmz at the
ionosphere and a lO-dB antenna taper led to a maximumpower of 5 GWRer microwave link delivered to
the power grid. There is recent evidence (ref. 1) that the 23-mW/cm_ limit may be conservative; if
so, the maximumpower per link could be increased and/or the rectenna size could be reduced.
Preliminary studies of laser power transmission indicated technical feasibility; however, high sat-
ellite mass (more than twice the reference system) and atmospheric absorption were noted as major disad-
vantages relative to microwave systems. A breakthrough in laser technology would change this conclu-
sion, however.
The geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), with zero eccentricity and inclination, is preferred on an
overall basis, although slightly inclined geostationary orbits offer features of reduced mutual
shadowing or increased use of orbit space.
. Several different space construction concepts and operational approaches were investigated. The
scale of the SPSmandates the highest possible degree of automation in the construction process; this
in turn places a premium on highly regular configurations that can be constructed with a small number
of frequently repeated operations. For the reference system, construction in synchronous orbit using
material transported from low Earth orbit (LEO) by electric orbit transfer vehicles was defined. Con-
struction in low orbit of sections of the satellite with subsequent self-powered transfer to synchro-
nous orbit for assembly is an alternate approach.
The implementation of a commercial network of solar power satellites will require a space trans-
portation system (STS) capable of placing large and massive payloads into geosynchronous orbit at low
cost and with acceptable environmental impact. Payloads consist of cargo (satellite components, build-
ing materials, construction equipment, and expendable supplies) and construction personnel. The major
elements of a technically feasible STS include cargo launch vehicle (Earth to LEO), cargo orbit trans-
fer (LEO to GEO) vehicles, personnel launch vehicles, and personnel orbit transfer vehicles. Multiple
reuse capability of each STS element is a key requirement based on cost considerations.
THe systemdefinitionstudiesprovidedinsightinto the technologyadvancementrequirementsof
SPS. To becomeeconomicallycompetitive,technologyimprovementsare required in severalareas. Solar
energycollectionand conversiontechnology(photovoltaicand thermal)shouldbe advanced in termsof
increasedoutputper unitmass, long-lifereliability,and reducedhardwareproductioncosts. Space
transportationtechnologyshouldbe extendedto providefully reusablelaunchand orbit transfervehi-
cles with low operationalcosts. Space construction,a new technicaldiscipline,shouldbe developed
in the principalareasof hardwarefabricationin space (e.g.,structuralbeams);materialsand compo-
nents handlingand aligningequipment;and dockingand berthingof largestructures. Solar power satel-
lite structures,controls,and materialsshouldbe developedand provenfor long-lifeoperationin the
geosynchronousorbit environment. Integratedstructureand controlsystemsshouldbe developedand an-
alyzedfor large,flexiblestructuralsystems. High strength-to-weightratio materialssuch as graph-
ite compositesshouldbe developedand testedfor long-termstabilityto assuremaintenanceof strength
and thermalcharacteristics.Space projectsshouldbe conductedto verifypower transmissionperfor-
mance, to verify spaceconstructiontechniquesand equipment,and to evaluatehigh-voltageoutputde-
vices in the space plasmaenvironment.
Finally,projectsshouldbe definedto encompassthe total requirementsof a space technologypro-
gram for the SPS. A key considerationin this area is the type and size of demonstrationsystem that
may be requiredto prove the technicalfeasibilityof the concept. Severaloptionalapproachesto sys-
tem demonstrationhave been proposedduringthe systemdefinitionstudies;however,additionalstudy is
requiredto determinethe scope,emphasis,and timingof such projects.
II. INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 1977, the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) embarked on a joint assessment of the Satellite Power System (SPS) concept
according to the SPSConcept Development and Evaluation Program (CDEP) Plan (ref. 2). Under this
plan, DOEand NASAundertook evaluation of the SPSconcept in four major areas: Systems Definition,
Environmental, Societal, and Comparative Assessments. NASA's principal effort was in the Systems
Definition area. This report is a summaryof the results of NASAactivities in systems definition.
Detailed results are provided in Volumes II to VIII as listed below.
Volume II - Systems Definition
Volume III - Power Transmission and Reception
Volume IV - Energy Conversion and Power Management
• Volume V - Structures, Controls, and Materials
Volume VI - Construction and Operations
Volume VII - Space Transportation
The above reports integrate the findings from earlier studies with those conducted as part of the joint
DOE/NASAConcept Development and Evaluation Program.
The assessment of SPSby DOEand NASAwas in response to mounting interest and controversy over
the SPSconcept for utilizing solar energy in a way that would overcome perceived problems of daily and
weather-induced variations of sunlight received in Earth-based solar powerplants. The key to the SPS
concept, as first reported in 1968 (ref. 3), is the placement of the solar energy collector and con-
verter into space where nearly continuous illumination is received, with transmission of energy to
receiving stations on Earth by means of focused beams of electromagnetic waves.
Because of various economic and technical factors, which will be discussed later in this report,
SPSdesigns are led toward high power levels which results in space systems that have unprecedented
large sizes and masses and that require levels of activity in space operations well beyond the scope
foreseen in current and future plans. Nevertheless, an examination of the SPSconcept by aerospace
contractors, certain academic groups, and NASAled somepeople to the conclusion the idea had merit in
that the required advances in technology could be accomplished and that the projected costs of devel-
oping and building these systems would result in delivery of baseload electrical energy in a competi-
tive price range. Furthermore, the urgency of the energy crisis manifested in the events of 1973 and
thereafter influenced studies of the SPSconcept in the direction of systems and technologies which
could be developed and brought to operational status as soon as possible.
NASAbegan its studies of SPS in 1972 which are reported in reference 4. These early studies were
followed by investigations at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, particularly in the area of power transmis-
sion via microwaves (ref. 5). Intensive studies of SPSwere conducted during 1975-1976 (refso 6 to 8)
by several NASAgroups.
During 1976, a task group was formed by the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA),
now DOE, for the purpose of reviewing the NASASPSconcepts and recommending an appropriate ERDApolicy
position for addressing this concept within the broader goals of the national energy research, develop-
ment, and demonstration effort. This task group (ref. 9) concluded that, "considering the tremendous
electric generation needs that are projected for the post-2000 period and the inherent uncertainties in
the commercialization of other advanced technologies .... it behooves ERDA, in cooperation with NASA,
to pursue some studies of the SPSconcept and its potential." The findings of the ERDAtask group led
to the formulation of plans and scope for the joint Concept Development and Evaluation Program for mak-ing assessments of SPS.
The systemsdefinitioneffortin the CDEP had these primaryobjectives(as modifiedfrom the CDEP
plan): to evaluatethe technicalfeasibilityof the SPS concept,to define and analyzealternativesys-
tem designand operationalapproaches,and to providethe requisitetechnicalinformationfor environ-
mental,societal,and comparativeassessmentsconductedby the Departmentof Energy. Table II-1 lists
the major systemsdefinitionareas and the approximatefundingdistributionfor the CDEP periodof per-
formance. Includedin these activitiesare studiesand criticalsupportinginvestigations,some of
which were experimentalin nature,which were conductedto addresskey areasof SPS feasibility. Major
emphasiswas given to studiesof systemsand power transmissionand receptionwhich are the key, unique
areas of concern in SPS.
To allowthe CDEP to functionin its assessmentareas,it was necessaryto definea versionof SPS
towardwhich all studiescould be focused. This versionof SPS becameknown as the "ReferenceSystem,"
and it provided,to varyinglevelsof detail,a descriptionof all aspectsof SPS,the satelliteand
all its subsystems,the orbitalbases and equipmentrequiredto constructand maintainthe satellite,
all elementsof a transportationsystemincludinglaunchsites,the groundreceivingstation,and the
associatedindustrialfacilitiesfor manufacturingall requiredhardware(ref.10).
The ReferenceSystemwas amalgamatedfrom the resultsof the systemdefinitionstudiesof SPS, and
the designchoicesgave emphasisto those componentsand subsystemswhich would be ready for develop-
ment by 1990 in anticipationof operationof the first SPS By 2000. This emphasisrestrictedthe range
of possibleoptionsfor the ReferenceSystemand provideda technicallyplausibleconceptfor use in
the assessmentprocess.
Becauseof its role in the assessmentof SPS, the ReferenceSystem is describedbrieflyin Section
Ill. Much of the systemdefinitioneffortduringthe CDEPwas spent in evaluatingand expandingon the
data base of the ReferenceSystem,which also servedas a basis for considerationof alternatives.
The cost of an energysystem is, in the final analysis,the key to its acceptability. Inherentin
the early studiesby NASA and otherswere estimatesof the costs of the energydeliveredby SPS. Not
only were these cost estimatesusefulin judgingwhetherSPS could be viable,they also servedin eval-
uatingthe importanceand worth of variousdesignoptionsand operationalconcepts. A summaryof cost
estimatesfor a referenceSPS concepthas been reported(ref. 11); these are also brieflyreviewedin
SectionIII.
SectionsIV throughVIII containsummarydiscussionsin the areasof energyconversionand power
management;microwavepower transmissionand reception;structures,controls,and materials;construc-
tion and operations;and space transportation.The primarythrustof the discussionis to present
study findingsand unresolvedissuesand to describehow these factorsaffectthe SPS concept. The
basic informationfor the previouslymentionedsectionsis drawn primarilyfrom reportsissuedby
BoeingAerospaceCompanyunder contractto the NASA JohnsonSpace Center(refs.12 to 17) and Rockwell
Internationalunder contractto MarshallSpace FlightCenter(refs.18 to 21). Considerablebenefitin
the assessmentprocesswas also obtainedthrougha seriesof technicalworkshopsin which expertevalua-
tion and adviceon SPS was obtained. The findingsof eachworkshop are recordedin appropriatesections
of this report.
Throughoutthis report,there are referencesto a Ground-BasedExploratoryDevelopment(GBED)
plan. A plan for future activitiesin SPS was a requirementof the CDEP, and the GBED,which will be
publishedin the future,describesone approachor optionfor addressingcriticaltechnologyissuesin
SPS as defined largelythroughan evaluationof the ReferenceSystem. The GBED plan is a programof
some urgencyhavingthe goal of resolvingmajor remainingtechnologicalquestionsin 5 or 6 years. At
the presenttime, the GBED plan does not representa preferredprogramoptionfor the future.
TABLE 11-I.-SATELLITEPOWER SYSTEMCONCEPTDEVELOPMENT
AND EVALUATIONPROGRAMSYSTEMSACTIVITYFUNDINGa
[Thousandsof dollars]
Activity FY 77 FY 78 FY 79 FY 80 Total
Systemsdefinition 715 765 235 b490 2,205
Solar energyconversion 85 60 100 50 295
Electricalpower processing 150 50 100 300
and distribution
" Power transmissionand reception 735 565 Cl,240 260 d2,800
Structures/controlsand materials 200 165 285 150 800
" Operations 150 225 490 50 915
Space transportation 165 170 150 100 585
Total 2,200 2,000 2,600 1,100 7,900
aSource: "Overviewof SystemsDefinitionActivitiesfor SatellitePower Sys-
tems," F. Carl Schwenk,NASA Headquarters,presentedat the Satellite
Power System(SPS)ProgramReviewand Symposium,April 22-25,1980.
blncludes$125,000for laserSPS.
Clncludes$400,000for solid-stateSPS.
dlncludes$700,000for MW (microwave)at JPL.

III. SYSTEMSTUDIES
A. Summaryand Introduction
The Satellite Power System requires the integration of many subsystems, components, and op-
erations to provide the overall capability to deliver energy from space to Earth. This section re-
ports on those aspects of the CDEPwhich generally involved studies of complete systems. It summarizes
the reference system and describes the cost model and costs for development, acquisition, and operation
of SPSbased on the reference system.
Studies of systems design options are also covered in this section. Where possible, com-
parisons with the reference system are provided.
B. Reference System Description
A specific SPSconcept was required to provide a traceable set of technical information on
every aspect of SPSfor use in the assessment activities of the CDEP. Accordingly, a Reference System
for SPSwas defined and reported (ref. 10). The Reference System was derived from studies conducted
- by NASA(refs. 12 to 14, 18, and 19). It represents a compromise approach which may be far different
from future versions of SPS. Nevertheless, the Reference System has served as a useful tool in the
assessment process; but it is no more than this.
- I. Reference System 9uidelines
In establishing a Reference System, the major objective was the selection of a concept
having the highest degree of certainty for development around the end of this century. This objective
meant that, although substantial technological advances would undoubtedly be necessary, major break-
throughs should not be involved. Earlier work (e.g., ref. 6) had indicated that such an approach could
yield a reasonably competitive system with recognized uncertainties. Any subsequent advances that were
not contemplated in the reference system would, of course, only enhance the competitive position of the
SPS concept.
Based on the preliminary studies of the SPSconcept which identified constraints on sys-
tem size (ref, 7), a set of specific guidelines was developed for the reference system definition ef-
fort. These guidelines should not necessarily be taken as firm requirements for future studies; their
criticality should be re-assessed by appropriate trade studies in the future.
The most significant of these guidelines are:
a. Baseload electric power generation with maximumavailable power generation capability
b. Energy source - solar
c. Initial operational date - 2000
d. Satellites shall be in geosynchronous orbit
e. Power transmission by microwave at 2.45 GHz
f. Maximummicrowave power density in the ionosphere shall be 23 mW/cm2
g. Each satellite system shall be capable of delivering 5 GWto the power grid
h. Nominal lifetime of the satellites and ground stations shall be 30 years
i. Construction rate shall be 10 GWper year for 30 years
j. Only terrestrial materials shall be used
2. Reference System description
The reference SPSconsists basically of a photovoltaic solar energy conversion system
about 54 km2 in area, a 1-km-diameter planar microwave transmitting antenna, and a ground receiving sta-
tion about I0 by 13 km. Each system provides 5 GWof electrical power to the utility grid. There are
two versions of the solar energy conversion system: silicon cells without solar concentration (CRI)
and gallium arsenide solar cells with a geometric concentration ratio of 2 (CR2).
A sunlightconcentrationratio (CR)of 2 reducesthe cost and weightof a gallium
arsenidesystembut is not effectivefor silicon(ref.12b). The galliumarsenidesystemat CR2 is sub-
stantiallylighterthan the siliconsystemat CR1 but presentspossibletechnologyand cost problems.
Pendingresolutionof thesequestions,both optionswere retainedin the referencesystem.
A major considerationin selectionof the referenceconfigurationwas ease of construc-
tion. The repeatabilityof the photovoltaicconfigurationsgave them a constructibilityadvantageover
the thermalsystems,which requirea relativelylargenumberof differentconstructionoperations.
The two referenceconfigurationsare illustratedin figure Ill-1. The structureis
fabricatedin orbit of graphite-fiber-reinforcedthermoplasticfor minimumthermalexpansion.
Estimatedmass of the energyconversionsystemincludinggrowthmargin is 17,000M.T. for gallium
arsenide (CR2)and 34,000M.T. for silicon(CRI).
The microwavepower transmissionsystem(MPTS)is the same for both configurations.The
mass of the referenceMPTS is 17,000M.T., includingmargin.
For RF generation,the klystronwas selectedover the amplitronbecauseof highergain,
lowernoise, and higheroutputper tube. The magnetronappearspromisingbut had not been examinedas
thoroughlyas the klystronand the amplitronwhen the referencesystemwas defined. A slotted
waveguidearray is the preferredtype of radiatingelementbased on high efficiencyand simplicity.The
waveguidesare assembledinto 10- by lO-m subarrays;this size representeda compromisebetweenthe ac-
tive mechanicalalignmentrequiredfor largersubarraysand the greaterphasedistributioncomplexity
of small subarrays.
A wide varietyof transmitterpower densitytapershas been studied(ref.8). A lO-step,
10-dB Gaussiantaper was selectedfor the referencesystemas a good compromiseamongpeak power den-
sity, sidelobe levels,and mechanicalcomplexity. The referencesystememploysa retrodirectivephase
controlsystem.
The groundreceivingstation,or rectenna,is elliptical(excepton the Equator). The ac-
tive area is 10 by 13.2 km at 35o latitude,plus a bufferzone to keep the microwaveradiationexposure
of the publicbelow 0.1 mW/cm2. The rectennaconsistsof dipolereceivingelementsand Schottkybar-
rier diodeson a groundplane which is on panelsnormalto the microwavebeam, with power distribution
and conditioningequipmentfor the required interfaceswith the power grid.
A referenceset of efficiencieshas been defined(ref.10) that representsreasonable
goals for each step in the power conversion-transmission-receptionchain. (Seefig. III-2.) Because
of thermal limitationson antennamaterials,the projectedantennaefficienciespermita peaK microwave
power densityof 22 kW/m2 at the transmitter. This limit,togetherwith a limitof 23 mW/cmL at the
ionosphereand the referenceantennataper,leads to a maximumpower of 5 GW per microwavelink
deliveredto the power grid (ref.6). This is the value selectedfor the referencesystem.
A geostationaryorbit,with zero eccentricityand inclination,was selectedfor the refer-
ence systembecauseit providescontinuouspower transmissionand permitsuniform(unaccelerated)motion
of the transmittingantenna. Geosynchronousorbitswith small inclinationsand/oreccentricitiesoffer
possibilitiesof reducedshadowingof one satelliteby anotherand of severalsatellitessharinga sin-
gle synchronousorbit slot. These possibilitieshave not been evaluatedin detail.
The satelliteis orientedtowardthe Sun with the rotaryjoint axis alwaysperpendicular
to the orbitplane (POP). This attitudeminimizesgravity-gradienttorquebut resultsin an average
loss of 4% of the incidentsolar energyfrom solardeclinationvariationsduringthe year (ref.6).
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Solar radiation pressure is the dominant orbit perturbing force, requiring on the order
of 50 M.T. of propellant per year if eccentricity is to be held at zero. By differential thrusting,
this orbitkeeping impulse can be applied to attitude control, which would otherwise require nearly as
much propellant itself. It also appears possible to depart from the POPorientation by several degrees
without additional propellant expenditure, thereby reducing solar energy losses (ref. 20b).
The reference system is constructed in geosynchronous orbit using material transported
from low Earth orbit (fig. 111-3). The construction base is permanently manned by a a crew of about 400
for construction, plus several hundred for maintenance of operating satellites. The scale of the pro-
gram mandates the highest possible degree of automation in the construction process (the alternative
would be an on-orbit work force substantially greater than 400); this in turn places a premium on
highly regular configurations that can be constructed with a small number of frequently repeated
operations. Ease of construction was, for example, one consideration in the selection of an end-
mounted, rather than central, antenna for the reference system.
In the reference system, transportation of cargo to low orbit is assumed to be accom-
plished by a two-stage winged heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV) with a payload of 420 M.T. Transpor-
tation of the crew (75 at a time) to low orbit would be accomplished with a personnel launch vehicle
" (PLV), derived from the current Shuttle. From the low-orbit_staging base (fig. 111-3), electric orbit
transfer vehicles (EOTV's) transport 4000 M.T. of cargo per flight (one launch every ii days) to syn-
chronous orbit. Radiation damage to the EOTVsolar cells during the long passage through the Earth's
trapped radiation belts will be severe, but the EOTVoffers a substantial cost saving relative to chemi-
cal propulsion. Personnel transfer would be by chemical rocket to minimize travel and radiation expo-
sure times.
3. Reference System development_ acquisition_ and maintenance costs
Because costs are the final determinant in the acceptance of an energy system, the sys-
tems definition effort has attempted to derive cost models and to estimate costs for the Reference
System and has used the cost models to assess the value of alternative approaches and to provide
guidance as to what are the important factors in a cost sense.
The estimates were based on the scenario defined in the reference system report (ref.
i0) and the production rates associated with that scenario. Detailed cost data may be found in refer-
ences ii, 16b, and 20c. Subsequent sections of this report will discuss cost estimates within particu-
lar areas of technology.
The cost of a 5-GWsilicon reference system satellite, based on the average unit cost of
60 satellites, was determined to be $5 billion (1977 dollars). Space transportation, the cost of
transporting the materials and personnel to construct a 5-GWsatellite in geosynchronous orbit, was
$2.8 billion. The ground receiving station, including RF to DCconversion, power distribution and
conditioning, grid interface, structure, and land acquisition, was $2.2 billion. Assembly and support
during construction, based on crew salaries and resupply at LEOand GEObases, was $840 million. Pro-
gram management and integration was estimated to be $430 million. The sum of these costs is $11.3
billion for each 5-GWsystem, or $2260/kW (fig. 111-4).
In addition to the cost of acquiring and building each power system, there are costs in-
curred in developing the industrial capability to produce hardware, the launch facilities, the fleets
of vehicles for the transportation system, and the space bases at low Earth orbit and at geosynchronous
Earth orbit. One estimate has been made for these nonrecurring costs under the assumption that an SPS
program would bear the full burden and that there are no other activities which would serve to develop
capabilities required in SPS. Although this assumption may not be realistic, the cost estimates
thereby created give the maximumburden to SPSdevelopment.
The nonrecurring costs were assembled for several program phases: Research, Engineering,
. Demonstration, and Investment. The distribution of costs by phase could vary depending on the exact
goals of each phase. This scenario is based on an evolutionary path leading to the construction of the
first SPS. During the various phases, hardware capability and DDT&Efor SPSprogram parts are evolved
such that the ability to construct an SPS in geosynchronous orbit would exist at the end of the Invest-
ment phase. Figure 111-5 illustrates the distribution by phase of the total front-end cost of $102.4
billion, which includes the cost of the first SPS. Figure 111-6 shows the distribution of this cost
over a 20-year period. It should be noted that the first two phases - Research and Engineering - are
activities which most likely would have to be conducted with all funding supplied by government. This
amount is approximately $25 billion for the activities which should lead to a clear-cut determination Z
of feasibility and economic viability. The subsequent phases - Demonstration and Implementation -
would be accomplished, therefore, all or in major part with private investments; otherwise, SPSwould
not be pursued.
Maintenance costs per satellite system are depicted in figure 111-7. Transportation cost
represents more than half of the total. More than 80%of the transportation cost is for personnel and
their supplies, and about 20% is for transportation of replacement materials. The next largest item,
$39 million/year, is replacement parts for klystrons, DC-DCconverters, and other satellite components.
All the costs given previously are for the silicon reference system. Costs for the
gallium arsenide reference system are similar. Because of its lower mass, the GaAs system transpor-
tation cost is lower. The solar cell costs, however, are higher, and the total cost per system is
estimated at $13.8 billion (ref. 20c). Because of slight differences in cost estimating methods, this
figure is not directly comparable to the $11.3 billion given previously for the silicon system.
C. Alternate Concepts
I. Power level and transmission frequency
The large amount of power per microwave link and the large land area required by the
rectenna are sometimes mentioned as disadvantages of the SPSreference systems. These parameters arose
from natural constraints on the system (see previous discussion) and from a desire to minimize the cost
of energy, which can be achieved by, among other things, economies of scale.
Sensitivity analyses (ref. 14, Appendix A) have shown that, although maximizing output
per microwave link does in fact minimize energy cost, output per link can be reduced to about 2.5 to 3
GW withoutexcessiveincreasein the cost per kilowatt-hour.Rectennaareafor the small systemis ap-
proximatelyhalf that of the referencesystem;rectennasitingis accordinglyless constrained.
Rectenna sizecan also be reducedby use of a highertransmissionfrequency. An indus-
trial band at 5.8 GHz is potentiallyusableand has been investigated(ref.22). Ionosphericheating
is not a constraint,becauseof the frequency-dependentnatureof the effect,but antennaheat rejec-
tion does limitthe configuration.Transmissionis satisfactorythroughdry atmospherebut degradesse-
verelyin rainy conditions;the impactof such degradationon the power grid is not known. A reasonable
5.8-GHzsystemwas derivedthat delivered2.7 GW to the gridwith a O.75-km-diameterantennaand a 5.8-
km-diameterrectenna. Cost per kilowattwas estimatedto be slightlymore than the referencesystem.
2. Solid-stateamplifiers
The klystronmicrowavegeneratorsin the referencesystemdominatethe anticipatedmainte-
nancerequirementsof the SPS (ref. 15b). Since solid-statecomponentstypicallyhavemuch highermean
times betweenfailuresthan conventionalelectronictubes,their use in the MPTS could greatlyreduce
maintenancetime and personnel. They alsooffer the potentialfor mass productionas part of an
integratedcircuit.
One approachis to replacethe referenceantennawith a solid-stateversion. Because
solid-statedevicesrequirea lower operatingtemperaturethanthe klystron,the optimumsolid-state
systemhas a largertransmittingantenna,a smallerrectenna,and lowertotal poweroutput. For the
referencetaper and efficiencychain,typicalvaluesare 1.4 km, 7 km, and 2.5 GW, respectively(ref.
15b). Becauseof the low voltagesrequiredby solid-statedevices,the power distributionsystemmust
pay a substantialmass penalty(thousandsof tons),eitherin conductorsor in DC-DC conversionequip-
ment.
The power distribution penalty can be eliminated by the "sandwich" concept (ref. 21), in
which solar cells are mounted on one side of a substrate and the solid-state power amplifiers on the
other, with direct electrical power connections between small groups of cells and amplifiers. To illu-
minate the solar array while the antenna points continuously at the ground, a system of reflectors
is required. By using multiple reflecting paths, concentration can be achieved. Figure 111-8 shows
one proposed configuration which delivers 1.2 GWto each of two rectenna sites 5 km in minor diameter.
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A major disadvantageof the sandwichconceptis the difficultyin taperingthe transmit-
ter power densityfor sidelobesuppressionwithoutreintroducingpower distributionpenalties. Conse-
quently,uniformilluminationis used. A 10- by 13-km perimeteris necessaryto containillumination
levelsabove 0.1 mW/cm_ with the systemin figureIII-8.
3. Lasers
Lasershave been suggestedas an alternativeto microwavesfor power transmission. Sev-
eral significantadvantagesand disadvantagesof lasershave been identified(ref. 23). Someof the
advantagesover a microwavesystemare:
a. Much less land is requiredfor receivingsites.
b. Radiationlevelsoutsidereceivingsite are negligible.
c. Sidelobesdo not interferewith communicationsor other electromagneticsystems.
d. Power per receivercan be much lower.
e. Small-scaledemonstrationis feasible.
Some disadvantagesare:
a. Attenuationby cloudsappearsto be a seriousproblem.
b. Thermalbloomingmay be a problemat very high intensities.
c. Cloudsmay be inducedabove the receivingstation.
d. A laser SPS may be perceivedas a potentialweapon.
e. High-powerlasertechnologyis less developedthan microwavetechnology.
Some of these disadvantagescould rule out the laser conceptand,therefore,require
thoroughevaluation.
A laser SPS concepthas been describedin some detail(ref.24), consistingof power sat-
ellites in Sun-synchronousorbitsand relay satellitesat GEO. Carbondioxideelectricdischarge
lasers(EDL's)are used for power transmission. Somequestionableaspectsof the conceptare the
assumedhigh efficiencyof the energyconversionsystem,the reliabilityof the EDL, and the dependabil-
ity of the energyexchanger.
Three types of laserthat may be applicableto SPS have receivedprimaryemphasisin re-
cent comparativestudies(ref.17). The EDL technologyis well established,but solar energymust
first be convertedto electricity. An indirectsolar-pumpedlasercan avoid the sunlight-to-
electricityconversion,but feasibilityhas not been demonstrated. The free electronlaser (FEL)is po-
tentiallyefficientand does not requirea lasantmaterial;feasibilityhas not been established.
Other types that appearednoncompetitivein a preliminaryscreeningincludegas dynamic,chemical,and
directsolar-pumpedlasers. FigureIII-9shows the mass in orbit of the laseroptionsstudied. All
are heavierper deliveredkilowattthan the referencemicrowavesystem. The best (FEL)is withina fac-
tor of two in mass and cost per kilowatt. The FEL and the indirectsolar-pumpedlaser (IOPL)offerthe
most promisefor future research.
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D. Conclusionsand Remainin9 Issues
This sectionis.limitedto system-levelconclusionsof the systemdefinitioneffort. Those _ '_
conclusionsthat deal with a specificarea, such as powerconversion,are treatedin that section. The
principaloverallconclusionsare:
I. The referenceSPS is a feasiblebaseloadsourceof electricalpower by virtueof nearly
continuousilluminationin GEO,.minimaldisturbanceof the microwavebeam by weather,and
an absenceof identifiedinsurmountableobstacles. _
2. Withinthe assumedguidelines,the maximumpower deliveredto the grid by eachmicrowave
link is 5 GW. If solid-stateamplifiersare used, the maximum is 2.5 GW.
3. Minimumcost per kilowattis achievedat the maximumoutputof 5 GW. The cost penalty
for loweroutputper systemcan be held to about5% with a systemoptimizedfor an output
as low as 3 GW. An optimumsolid-statesystemis nearlyas cost effectiveas the
klystronreferencesystem.
Major unresolvedissuesincludethe following:
I. Maximum allowablepower densityin the ionospheremust be defined. This limitdetermines
the maximum power transmittedby each microwavelink.
2. Laser power transmissionappearsto have substantialmass penaltiesrelativeto microwave
systems,as well as other disadvantages,but has not been definedin sufficientdetail
to warranta final judgment.
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IV. ENERGYCONVERSIONANDPOWERMANAGEMENT
A. Summaryand Introduction
The function of the SPSenergy conversion system is to collect solar energy and convert the
solar energy to electrical power. The power management system collects, distributes, and controls the
flow of electrical power on the satellite. Satellite power system definition studies have included con-
sideration and analysis of all known potentially viable space energy conversion concepts. The emphasis
has been on solar energy collection and conversion, although early studies (ref. 25) included defini-
tion and analysis of selected nuclear reactor systems. With respect to solar energy conversion sys-
tems, both photovoltaic and thermal energy conversion methods have been studied. Photovoltaic sys-
tem studies involved consideration of a large number of solar cell types. In these studies, various
levels of solar concentration were investigated (refs. 12 and 19).
Thermal systems studied included both static and dynamic conversion methods. The static sys-
tem investigated was thermionic conversion, whereas the dynamic (rotating machinery) systems studied
included Brayton cycle, Rankine cycle, and combined (cesium/steam) cycle concepts. Alternative work-
ing fluids, cycle temperatures, and associated performance/technology levels were analyzed and evalu-
• ated. A number of solar concentrator concepts (e.g., parabolic, faceted) with concentration ratios of
2000 and greater were investigated (refs. 12, 13, 19, and 20).
In the early nuclear reactor system studies (ref. 25), rotating particle bed, molten-salt
breeder, and uranium hexafluoride reactor concepts in combination with Brayton, Rankine, and thermi-
onic thermal energy conversion were investigated. The following sections contain summaries of the
key results of the previously mentioned SPSenergy conversion studies.
B. Enerqy Conversion
I. Solar photovoltaics
From the earliest SPSstudies, solar photovoltaic technology has provided a standard of
comparison for other solar collection/conversion systems. Initial NASAstudies (refs. 6 and 7)
emphasized the use of silicon solar cells; however, consideration was given to gallium arsenide and
other, less developed solar cell types. Subsequent studies initiated during the CDEP(refs. 12 to 21)
involved more in-depth evaluation of silicon and gallium arsenide and other cell types including amor-
phous silicon, cadmium sulfide, indium-cadmium-sulfide, copper-indium-selenide, multibandgap, and opti-
cally filtered concepts.
In evaluating the various photovoltaic options, a number of factors were considered in-
cluding performance (efficiency), mass, materials availability, susceptibility to radiation damage
(performance degradation), development status, and cost. The use of solar concentrators and their
effects on system performance was also studied. In addition to the system definition efforts, surveys
were made (ref. 26) to assess materials availability, manufacturing process requirements, and energy
payback of severalcandidatesolar cell designs. This work includedan assessmentof SPS solar cell
requirementswith respectto DOE's U.S. PhotovoltaicConversionProgram.
In comparingthe variousphotovoltaicoptions,the single-crystalsiliconcell and the
gallium-aluminum-arsenidecells emergedas the most promisingfor SPS application. Other solarcell
types, listedpreviously,generallyhave the potentialadvantageof lowercosts and/orlowermass per
unit area; however,the performance(efficiency)currentlyis low and mass productionmethodshave not
been devised.
Single-crystalsiliconsolar cells are the only solar cell type that has been used for
spacecraftsolar power systems. Researchand developmenthas producedcontinuousimprovementsin unit
mass, efficiency,and reliability;however,furtherimprovements(in mass per unit area and production
. cost) are required for SPS application.
The SPSreference system incorporated silicon and gallium arsenide solar cells as op-
tional energyconversionsystems. FigureIV-1 is an overallconceptualdrawingof the siliconcell
concept. Figure IV-2containsdetailsof the siliconsolar cell blanketconstructionused in the ref-
erencesystem.
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Galliumarsenidecells have been under investigationfor a numberof years, but signifi-
cant improvementshave been made since 1972. The developmentof the gallium-aluminum-arsenide"win-
dow," which is epitaxiallygrown on the basic galliumarsenidecell, has led to the improvementin cell
efficiency. Sincemost solar radiationis absorbedwithinI _m of the GaAs cell surface,it is possi-
ble to constructa very thin cell (5 _m) with good efficiency. Consequently,the quantityof gallium
neededto make the cells is significantlyreducedcomparedto the thicknessof cells used today. The
advantagesof galliumarsenidecells are low mass, resistanceto degradationby thermaland radiation
effects,and relativelyhigh efficiency. Use of solar concentrationand the CorresPondinglyhighertem-
peraturesmay provide self-annealingof the cells. Disadvantagesare relativelyhigh cost and less
developedtechnologybase than silicon. Galliumavailabilityis also a consideration;however,this
does not appearto be a limitingfactorfor the year 2000.
FigureIV-3 is a conceptualdrawingof the GaAs solar cell referencesystem. Figure IV-4
containsdetailsof the GaAs solar blanketconstruction.
Table IV-1providesan examplecomparisonof galliumarsenideand siliconcell optionsfor
a specificSPS configuration. The cost data shown in table IV-I are presentedfor parametriccompari-
son only and are, therefore,not directlycomparableto the referencesystemcosts given in Section III.
Note that with solar concentration(CR = 2), the galliumarsenidesystemand the siliconsystemare
competitivein terms of relativecost of hardwaredeliveredto GEO. Becauseof this close competition,
siliconand galliumarsenideare both viablecandidatesfor SPS application.
The use of solar cells in SPS,whether siliconor galliumarsenide,is predicatedon sub-
stantialreductionsin the cost to producemultigigawattquantitiesof cells. It is believedthat such
cost reductionwill be forthcomingover the next 5 to 15 years as a resultof the Departmentof Energy's
photovoltaicconversionprogram. Projectionsof solar cell cost and associatedproductionquantities
are shown in figure IV-5. As indicated,the 1986 goal for terrestrialsolar cells is $500 per kilowatt
in quantitiesof 500 MW. The SPS referencescenariowould require20,000to 30,000MW per year capacity
in the 2000 time frame. The cost projectionfor the space-typecells in 2000 is $200/kWto $400/kW.
Althoughit is recognizedthat the weight and space radiationresistancerequirementsfor spacecells
are differentfrom those for terrestrialuse, the $200 to $400range appearsreasonablefor SPS. For
comparison,presentday space cells (silicon)cost $50,O00/kWto $80,O00/kWwith annualproductionrates
of only a few tens of kilowatts.
The significantfindingsresultingfrom the photovoltaicenergyconversionstudies
are as follows:
a. Solarcells - Among the solarcell types availablefor consideration,single-crystal
siliconcells and gallium-aluminum-arsenidecells have the potentialof lightweightcomponentsand low-
cost productionto meet SPS requirements. As a result,both Si and GaAIAsare consideredviableop-
tions for SPS application. Key questionsor unknownsto be resolvedfor each cell type are summarized
in figure IV-6.
b. Radiationperformancedegradation- Solarcell performance(efficiency)is degradedby
exposureto space radiationin both siliconand galliumarsenidecells. Siliconsolarcellsmay be
used by initiallyoversizingthe solar array,by addingsolar arraysto maintain ratedoutput,or by
in situ annealingof the solar arraythrough laserheatingto recoverperformanceloss. The in situ
annealingapproachappearsto be the most cost-effectiveand appearsto be technicallyfeasible (refs.
15b and 15d).
Based on preliminarytest data (ref.19), galliumarsenidesolar cellsoperatingat 398
K (125o C) (withCR = 2.0)may have the capabilityof continuousannealingof radiationdamage.
c. Solar concentrators- The use of solar concentratorswith siliconsolarcells is not
warrantedon the basis of cost and weight savingsbecauseof (1) increasedcell operatingtemperature,
resultingin cell efficiencydegradation;(2) low projectedcost of siliconsolar array blankets;and
(3) more complexspace constructionof concentratorsystems(refs.12 and 13).
The use of solar concentratorswith galliumarsenidesolar cells is beneficialat a
concentrationratio of 2 because(1) the solar cell area requiredis smallerand, therefore,system
cost is reducedand (2) highercell operatingtemperaturecausedby increasedsolar heat inputpromotes
annealingof radiation-inducedperformancedegradationon a continuousbasis (ref. 19).
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2. Thermal systems
Thermal energy conversion systems consist of means for collecting and concentrating solar
energy and for the transfer of this thermal energy to a thermodynamic cycle or converter module, where
work is accomplished to generate electrical power. The thermal system may be either a static con-
verter such as thermionic and thermoelectric or a dynamic system (rotating machinery) such as Rankine
and Brayton cycle. The dynamic systems use a working fluid for the transport of energy within the
thermodynamic cycle. In all thermal cycle systems, residual or waste heat from the cycle must be re-
jected to space by a space radiator to sustain operation of the system with net power output.
Thermal cycle systems may use a nuclear reactor heat source in place of solar energy. Sev-
eral nuclear reactor concepts have been investigated and are summarized hereln.
The system definition studies have included consideration of a large number of thermal
cycle systems and components. Figure IV-7 contains a list of the systems investigated with references
in which detailed study results are presented.
. The following paragraphs consist of discussions and conclusions relative to the thermal
cycle systems investigated.
a. Brayton cycle - A schematic diagram of a closed Brayton cycle system shown in fig-
. ure IV-8 illustrates the fundamental elements of the Brayton cycle SPS. The solar concentrator re-
flects and focuses concentrated sunlight into the cavity absorber aperture. The cavity absorber is
an insulated shell with heat exchanger tubing. Helium gas flowing through this tubing is heated to
the turbine inlet temperature. The hot helium expands through the turbine, doing the work of turning
the compressor and the electrical generator. Residual heat in the turbine exit gas is used to pre-
heat compressor output gas before final heating in the cavity absorber. This heat transfer is accom-
plished in the recuperator, which is a gas-to-gas heat exchanger. The minimum gas temperature occurs
at the exit of the cooler, which is a gas-to-liquid heat exchanger interfacing the helium loop to the
radiator system. Waste heat is rejected to space by a liquid-metal radiator system.
Conceptual designs of solar Brayton cycle systems were developed under NASAcontract.
One design was based on a IO-GWground output with two microwave power transmitters. Turbine and mate-
rials technology levels to temperatures as high as 1610 K (2438o F) were investigated; however, the
final design of this system used relatively conservative technology with a turbine inlet temperature
of 1242 K (1776° F), which is compatible with current superalloy materials capability for long-term op-
eration. At this reduced temperature, the cycle efficiency was 21%. The satellite system mass was 102
x 10° kg for the IO-GWsystem, or 10.2 kg/kW. Another Brayton cycle design used a 1652-K (2514o F) tur-
bine inlet temperature with a cycle efficiency of 45%. This elevated temperature requires the use of
materials such as ceramic (e.g., silicon carbide) which are c_rrently under development. The total
mass of this Brayton cycle satellite system was about 43 x 10° kg for a 5-GWsystem, or 8.6 kg/kW, an
indication of the weight advantage provided by more advanced technology.
The general conclusions made from the Brayton cycle studies are as follows.
(i) Satellite system mass with solar Brayton cycle energy conversion is competitive
with photovoltaic options.
(2) Areas of concern in Brayton systems are: (a) large, heavy radiator systems, in-
cluding the requirement for leaktight fluid joints; (b) difficult requirements
for efficiently constructing solar concentrators; and (c) low-packaging-density
components (e.g., fluid ducts, radiator panels), which increase space transpor-
tation costs.
(3) In contrast to photovoltaics, hardware could be fabricated on an SPSscenario
" scale within current industrial capability.
b. Rankine cycle - The system definition studies produced conceptual designs of Rankine
cycle systems using potassium, cesium, and a cesium/steam (dual cycle) working fluid. Figure IV-9 is
a drawing of a potassium Rankine cycle satellite system (ref. 13b). Design features of this concept are
shown in the figure.
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The satellitesystemmass, withoutgrowthallowance,was about 81 x 106 kg for 10
GW groundoutput. FigureIV-IO summarizesthe designfeaturesof the potassiumRankinecycle system.
The cesium/steamdual Rankinecycle conceptis illustratedin figure IV-11. The sat-
ellitemass for this conceptwas about 33 x 10° kg, withoutgrowth allowance,for 5 GW groundoutput.
Conclusionsmade regardingRankinecycle systemsare as follows.
(1) Like the Braytoncycle system,Rankinesystemsrepresentacceptablealternative
approachesfor SPS solar energycollectionand conversion.
(2) The primarydisadvantagesof solar potassiumRankinecycle (relativeto photo-
voltaics)are highersatellitemass and more difficult/complexspace construc-
tion. Technologyimprovementsthat would make the potassiumRankinesystemmore
competitiveare as follows.
(a) Developmentof easilyconstructedsolar concentrators
(b) Developmentof h_gh-temperaturemetal alloyswith improvedcreep and creep
rupturepropertiesfor thermalenginecomponents- This improvementwould
yield higher systemefficiencywhich, in turn,would reducesatellitemass
and cost as well as providelongerlifepotential.
(c) Fluid systemsdevelopmentsuch as lightweightradiatorswith leaktightjoints,
improvedmeteoroidprotectionfor fluid tubes,and heat pipe technology-
Novel radiatorconceptssuch as dust and liquiddrop radiators(ref. 28)
may prove beneficialin this area.
The low projectedmass of the cesium/steamRankinedual-cyclesatellitemakes the con-
cept competitivewith the siliconand galliumarsenidephotovoltaicoptions;however,satellitemainte-
nance is a major concernfor this system. The complexityassociatedwith repair/replacementof a large
numberof massive componentsand potentialproblemsof fluid system _leakage,cesium/steaminterleaks)
are major issues.
c. Thermionics- Thermionicenergyconversionwas studiedearly duringthe systemdefini-
tion activities. A comprehensivesystemstudy conductedbeforethe CDEP effort(ref. 25) producedsev-
eral differentthermionicSPS systemconcepts. Both solar and nuclearenergysourcesystemswere de-
fined and analyzed. The conceptsstudiedwere:
(1) Solarthermionic
(a) Directradiationcooled
(b) Liquid-metalcooled
(c) Thermionic-Braytoncycle cascade,liquid-metalcooled
(2) Nuclearthermionic- Molten-saltbreederreactor
Study of the thermionicenergyconversionfor SPS applicationwas discontinuedearly
in the programbecauseresultsof the previouslymentionedstudy and subsequentsystemdefinition
studiesshowedthat satellitemass is 1-1/2to 2 times greaterwith thermionicconversionthan with
otherthermal cycle systemsand 2 to 5 times greaterthan with photovoltaicsystems. (Seefig. IV-12.)
As a result,the thermionicsystemhas a higherprojectedcost than other candidatesystemsbecauseof
high transportationcosts. The major contributorsto thermionicsystemmass are interelectrodebusbar
mass and radiator/pumpsystemsfor heat rejection(in liquid-cooledsystems). The high electrodemass
is a directresultof the low-voltage/high-currentoutputcharacteristicsof thermionicconversion.
To make the thermionicsystemcompetitive,substantialimprovementsin electrodedesignand/ormate-
rial would be required. The same is true for radiator/pumpsystems,which accountfor almosthalf of
satellitemass in liquid-cooledthermionicdesigns.
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C. Power Management
The power management system collects, regulates, and controls power from the power generators
(solar arrays or generators) and transmits this power by way of power busses through rotary joints
with brushes and sliprings to the power transmission system. Limited energy storage is provided dur-
ing eclipse periods. The system also provides for monitoring faults and fault isolations.
Power levels in this system are several orders of magnitude larger than in any previous space
system. Although the engineering of such a system appears to be a monumental task, insights gained
from ground-based systems and component-by-component analysis of the requirements placed on the SPS sys-
tem indicates technical feasibility. This feasibility is conditional on successful component develop-
ment and system operation at very high voltage levels. Initial studies in this area (refs. 6, 7, 12,
13, 18, and 19) investigated a number of trade-offs including DC versus AC power transmission on the
satellite, alternative conductor materials, round versus flat conductors, transmission voltage/current
effects, and power processing requirements. The significant conclusions of these studies are sum-
marized in subsection E.2. Subsequent studies (refs. 14 to 17, 20, and 21) emphasized definition and
analysis of the reference system.
Figure IV-13 is a schematic diagram of a typical solar array power collection and distribution
system. Solar array power sectors are switchable to provide main power bus isolation for servicing.
High-voltage breakers near the busses provide power controls. Power transfer across the rotary
joint is accomplished by a slipring/brush assembly. Mechanical drive is produced by a large turntable.
The antenna is supported in the yoke by a soft joint to isolate the antenna from turntable vibrations.
The microwave power transmitting antenna includes a power distribution system, which distributes
DCpower from the sliprings to the DCto RF power amplifiers. Switchgear is provided for system
protection and isolation for maintenance. The DC-DCconverters are connected to voltage busses
for power distribution to the power amplifiers. A typical power distribution system is shown in
figure IV-14.
D. Workshop Summary_
A workshop on SPSEnergy Conversion and Power Managementwas held on February 5-7, 1980, at
Huntsville, Alabama. The objectives of the workshop were to assess and critique the assumptions, meth-
odologies, conclusions, identified critical issues, and planned follow-on work (Ground-Based Explora-
tory Development (GBED) Plan) recommendedin the areas of energy conversion and power management. The
workshop was divided into three sessions as follows: Photovoltaics, Solar Thermal, and Power Manage-
ment. The key findings of the workshop groups are as follows.
1. Photovoltaics
a. Resource issues
(I) GaAs alternative
(a) Gallium availability does not appear to be a limiting factor for the "year
2000" time period, based on studies done to date by Rockwell.
(b) Contact metallurgy must be changed to the use of nonnoble metals. Alterna-
tives appear to exist in adequate supply.
(c) Sources of metal-organic starting materials are inadequate now, but should be
available when needed. (This is a processing industry capacity problem.)
(2) Si alternative: Contact metallurgy of space power cells must be changed to the
use of nonnoble metals, but work on this problem is already part of the terrestrial program.
(3) Summary: There are no resource critical issues needing solution or study in GBED.
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b. Performancedemonstrationissues
(1) GaAs alternative: Existenceof a suitablefilm-typesolar cell
(a) Supportingelement
(b) 18% efficiency(AMO) in a cell <10 _m thick and of >10 cm2 area, on a thin,
large-area,potentiallyinexpensivesubstratethat Ts capableof meeting
SPS weightand cost goals
(c) As a milestoneto the precedingpoint,achievementof 16% efficiencyin
an adequatelysimilarcell/substrate/coverstructurewithin2 years to
permitstartingof stabilitytests
(d) Cells with contactsthat are "weldable"and use of nonnobleand nonmagnetic
metals (traceuse of noblemetals accePtable)
(e) Achievabilityof 16.2% end-of-lifeefficiencyafter30 years (radiationre-
sistanceor annealing)
(f) Preliminarymanufacturabilitystudiesto show that the developedblanket
structureis not incompatiblewith SPS cost goals
(2) Siliconalternative: Advancementto meet SPS specifications
(a) 16% efficiency(AMO) in 50-pm-thickcells of _25 cm2 areacapableof meeting
the radiationresistanceand/orannealingrequirementsfor SPS within3 years
(b) Contacts"weldable,"nonnoble,nonmagnetic,capableof survivingannealing
temperatures
(c) Achievabilityof 14.4% end-of-lifeefficiencyafter 30 years (radiationre-
sistanceor annealing)
(3) Blanket: Demonstratea "blanket"designthat is capableof meetingthe SPS de-
sign goals (power-to-massratio,temperature,compatiblecost).
c. Performancestabilityissues
(1) Subjectcellsto a qualificationtest programwith emphasison a radiationdamage
and annealprogram(includingcriticalevaluationand assessment).
(2) Demonstrateannealingto PEOL/Po_ 0.9 in GaAs and Si as functionof particle
type, flux, temperature,concentrationratio,fabricationtechnique,n/p or p/n
cell type.
(3) Developand conductan acceleratedtestingprogramto demonstrate30-yearlife.
(4) Demonstratethat end-of-lifeblanketpower densitiesof 300 W/m2 in the GaAs al-
ternativeand 150 W/m2 in the Si alternativeare achievable(80% SPS goal).
(5) Conductbasicresearchand solar cell developmentprogramsto understandand elim-
inate (or at least reduce)radiationdamagein Si and GaAs.
(6) Plan and conductgeosynchronousorbit flighttests (maybe past 1986).
d. Issue: Alternativesthroughadvancedconcepts
(1) Demonstratea 25%-efficientAMO thin-filmcascadesolar cell and show a potential
for 35% efficiency.
(2) Investigatealternativeconceptsleadingto 50% conversionefficiency.
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e. Recommendationsfor the GBED phase
(1) The use of concentrationratio 1 with the siliconsolar cells shouldbe reeval-
uated in lightof recentcell developmentswhich resultedin considerablyre-
duced absorptivity/emissivityratios,thus permittinglowertemperatureoperation.
(2) To permitevaluationof the impactsof potentialchangesin some of the cell or
blanket goal parameterswhich may resultfrom the GBED program,the systems
analyseswill needto be expandedduringthe GBED periodto providesensitivity
data.
_3) As a minimum goal, regardlessof other parts of this plan being performedor not,
the GBED programshouldadequatelyaddressthe criticalneedfor a spaceworthy
solarcell encapsulation/blanket-supportsystem.
'(4) The SP$ systemconceptshouldbe exposedto the technicalcommunitywho will be
chargedwith the responsibilityof designingand fabricatingthis system. To ac-
complishthis, there shouldbe a continuingseriesof peer reviewworkshopsdur-
ing the GBEB phaseof the SPS program,utilizingexpertsfrom the variousdetail
technologyareasof potentialconcern.
(5) iBased on this very brief examination of the challenges presented by the SPScon-
- ce_t, it is felt that the proposed GBEDplan is not sufficiently detailed to
allow a meaningful assessment of the viability of the SPSconcept to be made in
1986. A modified GBEDphotovoltaic conversion plan, reflecting the previously
listed critical issues, is provided (ref. 28).
(6) The goals outlined here for the GBEDphase are rather ambitious but necessary to
permit assessment of SPSviability by 1986. To accomplish what has been recom-
mended, funding levels well in excess of those proposed for the present GBEDpro-
gram will be required. The time available did not permit preparation of any
type of cost estimate. However, the consensus is that the needed funding might
be a factor of three greater than planned in the best case and an order of magni-
tude greater in the worst case.
_ Solar thermal (summary)
a. All the concepts(photovoltaicas well as solar thermal)requiresubstantialadvances
in technologyto enableachievementof the goals set for SPS. Therefore,all the con-
cepts competitiveat this timemust be supporteduntilsufficientinformationis avail-
able to permitnarrowingthe choice.
b. The criticismof the reliabilityof dynamicpower systemsbased on the low multiplic-
ity of elements is overcomeby the sheer scaleof SPS, which would have on the order
Of 100 turbine-generatorassemblies.
c. The solar-thermalpower systemspose problemsin missionexecutionthat remainlargely
unresolved. These problemsconcernthe packingdensityof componentsduringlaunch-
i'ngand constructionand maintenancein space. An iterativedesignprocessshouldpro-
duce conceptsfor SPS significantlysuperiorto existingconcepts.
. d. For solarreceivers,the state of the art is stillratherprimitiveat this stage,and
considerableefforton designand experimentalevaluationof conceptsis required.
e. Existingtechnologyon refractorymetals (chieflytantalumalloys)indicatesthat el-
. ther Braytonor alkali-Rankinesystemscould be developedfor peak cycletemperatures
of 1500 K (2250o F).
f. Becauseradiatorsfor both Braytonand Rankinesystemsare a substantialportionof
total systemmass and becausethe potentialfor meteoroidpenetrationof their fluid
passages tends to degradesystemperformancewith operatingtime, substantialeffort
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is requiredon the designof this criticalcomponentto enableachievementof low
mass and high reliability. Advanced,novel conceptsin radiatordesignare considered
elsewherein this report (ref.28) as well as the technologyfor more conventionalra-
diatorsthat can be foldedand packagedfor launchingand then erectedor deployedin
space. Exploitationof man in space for radiatorassembly,erection,and maintenance
has receivedonly cursory attention.
g. A seldomrecognizedadvantageof the dynamicpower systems(whetherRankineor Bray-
ton) is that they producepower in a highlyusableform that greatlysimplifiesthe
problemsof power processing. Their outputpower is AC with a frequencyof a kilo-
hertz or two and a potentialof a few kilovolts. This power would also be regulated
as to frequencyand voltage. The energy lossesin and the heat rejectionfromthe
power processorsare therebyreduced. The generatorsor motorscan also handle
significantamountsof reactivepower,if desired.
3. Power management
a. The economicpracticalityof the SPS is greatlyaffectedby operationat tens of
thousandsof kilovoltsnecessaryto operatethe powertransmittersdirectlyfrom the
solar arrayor by way of powerprocessorsand also requiredto minimizethe weight
of the power conductorsand ultimatelythe transportationcost.
b. The technicalfeasibilityof the SPS will dependon the technologyreadinessof
techniques,components,and equipmentto reliablydistribute,process,and interrupt
hundredsof megawattsof power at tens of thousandsof kilovolts. The combinedre-
quirementsof dissipatingconcentratedheat and preventingbreakdownsdue to corona in
the insulatingmaterialsor arc-oversdue to plasmadischargesare much more severe in
space - that is, in the absenceof the insulatingand thermaltransferpropertiesof
air - than in similarhigh-powerand high-voltagegroundapplications.
c. The technicalfeasibilityof the proposedSPS power distributionand processingcon-
cepts hingeson the successfulrealizationof high-power,high-voltage,and high-speed
protectionswitches (onecircuitbreakerfor each high voltage;600,000per SPS for
the klystronconcept)requiredto protectthe transmittertubes for the normally
occurringtube arcs.
E. Conclusionsand RemaininqIssues
1. Energyconversion
Figure IV-12 shows a comparisonof satellitemass for the variousenergyconversioncon-
cepts. Note that the masses shown are withoutgrowthallowanceand are for a 5-GW groundoutputsys-
tem. The overallconclusionsmade from the energyconversionstudiesare as follows.
a. Both photovoltaic(siliconor galliumarsenide)and thermalcycle (Braytonor Ran-
kine) are technicallyfeasiblesolarenergyconversionmethods. Photovoltaicsys-
tem masses are competitivewith solarBraytonand Rankinecycle systemconcepts. The
estimatedcost of photovoltaicsystemsis less than that of thermalcycle systems.
Photovoltaicsystemshave higherreliabilitypotentialthan thermalcycle systemsbe-
cause of inherentredundancyfeaturesof photovoltaicarray design,passivesystem
characteristics,and no activecoolingsystemrequired.
b. The space constructioncost is judgedto be higherfor thermalenginesystemsthan
for photovoltaicsystemsbecause(1) a largercrew size and largerconstruction
facilityis requiredand (2) the packagingdensityof compQnentsis lower,resulting
in increasedspace transportationcosts.
c. Maintenanceconsiderationsof the cesium/steamRankinedual-cyclesystempose diffi-
cult problemssuch as repair/replacementof a largenumberof massive componentsand
potentialproblemsof fluid system(leakage,cesium/steaminterleaks).
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d. Thermionicconversionsystemsresult in a satellitemass I-1/2to 2 times as great as
with other thermalcycle systemsand 2 to 5 times as great as with photovoltaic
systems. As a result,the thermionicsystemhas a higherprojectedcost than other
candidatesystemsbecauseof high transportationcosts. The major contributors
to thermionicsystemmass are interelectrodebusbarmass and radiator/pumpsystems
for heat rejection(in liquid-cooledsystems). The high electrodemass is a direct
resultof the low-voltage/high-currentoutputCharacteristicsof thermionicconversion.
e. Space nuclearreactorsystemsusingrotatingparticlebed, molten-salt,and uranium
hexafluoridebreederreactorsystemswith thermalcycle (Brayton,Rankine,an@ thermi-
onic) offer the advantageof compactnessrelativeto solar poweredsystems;however,
satellitemass, cost, and technicalcomplexityare significantlygreater (less
attractive)than solar poweredsystems.
Technologyissuesfor the photovoltaicand thermalsystemshave been previouslyreviewed.
2. Power management
a. High-voltageDC for klystrons- Analysishas shownthat high-voltageDC distribution
providesa minimum-weightsystemfor a photovoltaicSPS with a separatetransmittingantenna. For a
klystronantennasystem,a nominal40- to 45-kV DC voltagelevelappearsto be weight-optimum.The ac-
tual voltagewill dependon the specificoperatingcharacteristicsof the DC-RF power amplifiers,where-
as the capabilityto employthese high-voltagelevelsis contingenton furtheranalysisand test rela-
tive to any plasmainteractioneffects.
b. Low-voltageDC for solid state - Solid-stateDC-RF amplifiersoperateat low voltages
(25 to 200 V DC). Use of such devicesin a separateantennacausesa significantdistributionand
processingsystemweight increasebecauseof the additionalDC-DC conversionand low-voltagedistribu-
tion requirements.
c. High-frequencypower processors- Power processorsmust be operatedat high frequen-
cies (15 to 20 kHz) to achievereasonableweight. Activecoolingmay be requiredto maintainthe integ-
rity of the dielectricmaterialsso as to achieveacceptablereliability.
d. Conductormaterials- Trade-offsin which electrical/thermaland mechanicalperform-
ance, weight,cost, and availabilitywere consideredindicatethat conductor-gradealuminumof 1 mm
thicknessis preferredfor the arraypower busses. Similartradesindicatedthat solid,round aluminum
busses are preferredfor the antennapower distribution(ref.7).
e. Technologyadvancement- The followingareas requiretechnologyadvancement.
(1) High-speedswitchgear: To protectthe klystronsfrom fault currents,switching
speedsmeasured in microsecondsare requiredof the switchgear. State-of-the-artspeedsare measured
in milliseconds. The discrepancybetweenrequirementsand performanceis consideredthe most signifi-
cant switchgearproblem (ref.10 and ref. 2, AppendixesB and C).
(2) Spacecraftchargingand plasma: Plasma-sheetelectronsmay chargeup the satel-
lite to high voltages,which may cause arcingshockhazardsand other associatedproblems. Quantita-
tive estimatesof these effectshave been determinedfor the referencesystem(ref.29). Unresolved
questionsincludehigh-voltageoperation,satellite-inducedenvironment,and acceptabilityof insula-
ting material.
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TABLE IV-I.- SOLARCELLTRADE-OFFCOMPARISONS
Solar cell CR Annealing Cell area, Mass,a Cell para- Relative
km2 106 kg metric cost, cost b$/m2Type Efficiency, Specific
percent mass, kg/m2
GaAIAs c20 0.252 1 Yes 44.31 15.81 71 1.26
GaAIAs c20 .252 2 Yes 26.52 13.55 71 .91
Silicon d17._ .421 1 Yes 52,33 27.06 35 1.0
alncludes solar cells, reflectors, primary and secondary structure, and power distribution only.
blncludes energy conversion, power distribution, support structure, and transportation ($4Q/kg to GEO).
CAt 301 K (28° C) air mass zero (AMO).
dAt 298 K (25o C) AMO.
SiliconCR : 1
Blanketarea: 52.34 km2
Planformarea = 54.08km2
5200m
650m
10400m
Figure IV-1.-SPS referencesystem- siliconcell.
Groovesrefractlight __
aroundgrid fingers
75 _m borosilicateglass _:_ii!i!i!
50 _m silicon
(teXtured)
50 _m borosilicate
glass substrate
Figure IV-2.-Siliconsolar cell blanket.
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5250m
463m
525m 10500m
GaAIAsCR = 2
Blanketarea = 26.52 km2
Planformarea = 55.13km2
525m
Figure IV-3.-SPS referencesystem- galliumarsenidecell.
20_m sapphire
substrate
0.03 to 0.05 _m GaAIAs
5 _m GaAs
13 _m FEP
25 _m Kapton
(blanket)
6 _m polymer
thermalcoating
Figure IV-4.-Galliumarsenidesolar cellblanket.
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Figure IV-5.- Cost-reduction projections based on industry experience (ref. 27).
Silicon Galliumarsenide
• Fabricationand processdevelopmentof • Developmentof thin-filmgallium arsenidecell
_hincellswith an efficiencyof 17%. with an efficiencyof 20%.
• Improvedspace radiationresistanceto • Radiationperformancedegradationcharacteristics
performancedegradation, and potentialannealingrecoverytechniques.
• Determineannealingcharacteristicsfor • Verifyrecoveryof galliumin sufficientquantities
annealingof radiation-inducedperformance and at a cost compatiblewith SPS requirements.
degradation.
• Developprocessfor the fabricationof • Processdevelopmentfor the fabricationof
lightweightsolarcell blanketsthat are lightweightsolar cell_blanketsthat are compatible
compatiblewith annealingtemperatures with annealingtechniquesand long life.
and long life.
FigureIV-6.-Siliconand gallium arsenidesolar cell technologyissues.
Concept References
SOLAR-THERMAL
Brayton 12b, 13, 19
PotassiumRankine 13b, 13c, 19
Cesium/steamcombinedcycle (Rankine) 19, 20
OrganicRankine 13b
Thermionic(TI) (includingTI/Braytoncombined) 12b, 25
Thermoelectrics 13b
SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
Parabolic(includingcompoundparabolicconc.) 12b, 13b, 19, 20
Faceted 12b, 13b, 19, 20
Planar (CR = 2 to 8) 12b, 13b, 19, 20
Inflated 19, 20
NUCLEAR-THERMALREACTOR
Rotatingparticlebed reactor 25
Molten-saltbreederreactor(MSBR) 25
Uraniumhexafluoride(UF) 25
Conversioncycles(Brayton,Rankine,Thermionic) 25
RADIATORTYPES
Heat pipe 12b, 13b, 13c
Fin-tube,liquid 12b, 13b, 13c
Fin-tube,vapor/gas 12b, 13b, 13c
Figure IV-7.-Thermalconversionstudies.
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Figure IV-9.-Rankinecycle schematic- potassium.
Turbineinlettemperature 1242 K (1776° F)
Turbineexhausttemperature 932 K (1218° F)
Turbogeneratorsize (nominal) 31.4MW
Turbogeneratorsper SPS 576 (6 are "reserve")
Modulesper SPS 16
Radiatorprojectedarea 1.15 km2]SPS
Cycleefficiency 0.189
Reflectorfacets ll6,000
Satelliteorientation Perpendicularto ecliptic,electricthrust
Reflectorfacet thickness 2.5yum(aluminizedKapton)o
Total facetarea If9 km2
Powerdistribution 40 kV, passivelycooleddedicatedaluminum
sheetconductors,antennajointsincorporate
diurnalaxiswith slipringsand annualaxis with
wind-unwindcables.
Maintenance Malfunctiondetectionsystemfor shutdownof
individualturbogeneratorsas required.
Periodicmaintenance.
FigureIV-IO.-PotassiumRankinecycle designfeatures,IO-GW system.
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Figure IV-11.- Cesium/steam Rankine cycle, 5 GW.
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Figure IV-12.- Energy conversion comparison, SPS mass.
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Figure IV-13.-SPS power distribution.
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FigureIV-14.-Power distributionsystemblock diagram.
V. POWERTRANSMISSIONANDRECEPTION
A. Summaryand Introduction
Definition and assessment of the SPSpower transmission and reception (PTAR) system has been a
major part of the DOE/NASAConcept Development and Evaluation Program (ref. 2), systems definition ef-
fort, and critical technology supporting investigations. One output of the systems definition effort
has been the NASAReference System Report (ref. I0), which contains a detailed description of the micro-
wave PTARsystem as well as detailed discussions of system and subsystem trade-offs that led to the ref-
erence system.
Since the issuance of the NASAReference System Report, major system assessment activities have
been in support of (1) solid-state PTARsystem studies, (2) critical technology supporting investiga-
tions, and (3) continued PTARsystem and subsystem trade-offs. Preliminary laser concepts have been
analyzed for overall SPSintegration feasibility but not to the depth of the microwave system analysis.
These concepts are discussed in Section III.C.3.
System assessments have generally resulted in the conclusion that transferring gigawatt power
levels between two points using microwaves is technically feasible. Certain changes are recommended
herein to the reference concept regarding phase control to the power module level, allowable amplitude
jitter on the antenna, and startup/shutdown procedures. Alternative concepts have been studied in
each of the subsystem areas as follows.
I. System performance - smaller systems, multiple beams
2. Phase control - retrodirective, ground based
3. Power amplifier - klystron, magnetron, and solid state
4. Radiating elements - slotted waveguide, resonant cavity, aluminum, metal matrix composites
5. Rectenna - dipole/diode, yagi-uda/diode, other higher gain receive elements
Certain critical supporting investigations have developed a better understanding of the hard-
ware implications in the phase control, power amplifier, and radiating element areas, which are summar-
ized in following subsections. The microwave system conclusions and remaining issues are documented in
the last subsection.
B. System Assessment Activities
A considerable body of work has been developed in the microwave PTARarea as part of the joint
DOE/NASAprogram. The information and experience thus gained will serve as an excellent data base for
future activities in this area. Most of the activities have been contracted efforts through the two
NASASPScenters, the Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). There
also has been a considerable amount of in-house effort devoted to special projects. All of the efforts
were tied together in a major peer review and assessment process at the SPSWorkshop on Microwave Power
Transmission and Reception (ref. 30).
1. SPScontracted efforts
System evaluation activities can be categorized into three major areas, each of which has
received an approximately equal share of the total funding allocated to the microwave PTARarea: (a) mi-
crowave system studies, including that portion of the overall SPS system definition studies which
concentrated on the microwave system and subsystems, conducted primarily by Boeing Aerospace Company
and Rockwell International (refs. 12 to 21 and 31); (b) independent subsystem studies, conducted by a
variety of contractors as shown in table V-I; (c) experimental critical supporting investigations shown
in table V-2.
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2. NASA-sponsored efforts
The NASA-sponsored efforts have consisted of both contracted studies and experiments funded
with non-SPS funds (e.g., Center Director's Discretionary Funds) and special studies conducted by NASA
personnel.
a. Sonic simulator/rectenna/multiple-SPS evaluations - The contracted sonic simulator/
rectenna/multiple-SPS evaluations use, in part, the microwave PTARsonic simulator developed by the
NOVARElectronics Corporation. The simulator was evaluated for possible use in investigating the
effects of the disturbed ionosphere on the phase control uplink pilot signal. Atmospheric and ionos-
pheric amplitude scintillation characteristics of a continuous wave (CW) microwave signal using an
existing geosynchronous communications satellite were experimentally determined. In addition, the
rectenna was modeled to evaluate radiofrequency interference (RFI) levels and patterns resulting
from scattering, harmonic generation, and fundamental reradiation. Also investigated were system
interference and environmental effects due to RF beat-signal generation from multiple SPS's.
b. Metal matrix waveguide - The contracted metal matrix waveguide effort consisted of an
evaluation of metal matrix composites (e.g., graphite aluminum) in several areas: (1) capability to
hold the tight tolerances required by the SPSwaveguides under thermal stress, (2) RF performance, (3)
fabrication techniques, and (4) reproducibility.
c. Smaller SPSsystems - Technical and economic trade-offs were made of small optimized
SPS systems configured with larger antennas, smaller rectennas, and smaller output power to the grid.
This effort involved changing someof the previously assumed _onstraints (based on analyses) such as
the 22-kW/m2 power density limit on the antenna, the 23-mW/cmL ionospheric limit, and the transmit fre-
quency of 2.45 GHz. Smaller SPSsystems are feasible under certain conditions if the resulting in-
crease in cost of electricity is acceptable (within the cost uncertainty).
d. SPS interference - Four areas of potential interference were investigated which relate
to operation of the SPS. Spacing of SPS's at GEOcan be affected by SPSinterference with other SPS's
and by SPS interference with communications satellites in the vicinity. Interference of an SPSwith an-
other SPS and with a Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) has been evaluated, and results
indicate that sufficient signal-to-interference margins exist to maintain the currently planned spac-
ing. Another area of concern has been potential RFI effects on the uplink pilot signal, from both the
power beam and covert interference. Present signal design of the uplink pilot signal minimizes
interference from both sources. However, before a quantitative evaluation of covert interference can
be made, a thorough jamming and _poofing threat analysis is required.
3. System workshop
As part of the system assessment activities, the SPSWorkshop on Microwave Power Transmis-
sion and Reception was held at the Johnson Space Center, January 15-18, 1980. This workshop evaluated
all the efforts funded as part of the DOE/NASASPSConcept Development and Evaluation Program as well
as historical data in some areas. Peer review was accommodatedby having the workshop material assessed
and critiqued by a review panel consisting of prominent individuals in the field.
a. Workshop organization - The objectives of the workshop were (i) to assess and critique
the assumptions, methodologies, and conclusions of the investigations and (2) to assess and critique
the critical issues identified and the recommendedfollow-on work. The workshop addressed all aspects
of microwave PTARincluding studies, analyses, and laboratory .investigations. It was organized into
eight sessions as follows: General, System Performance, Phase Control, Power Amplifiers, Radiating Ele-
ments, Rectenna, Solid-State Configurations, and Planned Program Activities. As part of the documenta-
tion of the workshop, summary papers were published and distributed (ref. 30).
b. Review panel report summary - The consensus of the workshop review panel was that a 5-
GWmicrowave PTARsystem would probably be technically feasible; however, a large amount of work would
be necessary in a number of areas to establish certainty and to determine system efficiency, reliabil-
ity, RF compatibility, security, safety, longevity, and cost. The panel believed that the final system
would not resemble the present reference system and urged NASAto recognize this dissimilarity in all
future planning. The GBEDappeared to be excessively integrated with the reference system. The panel
recommendedmore attention to system engineering, failure analysis, sensitivity studies to optimize
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cost effectiveness,systemsecurityand antijammingfeatures,and periodicoveralldesignreviewsto
updatecriticaldesignparameters.
C. SystemOptions
Investigationsinto conceptsfor powertransmissionand receptionhave primarilyconcentrated
on microwavesas a transportmeans, althoughanalysesof preliminarylaserconceptshave recentlybe-
gun. Candidatelasersystems(e.g.,electricdischarge,indirectopticallypumped,and free electron
lasers)are currentlyunder evaluationfor overallSPS integrationfeasibility. Althoughthe use of
lasersfor PTAR offersseveralpotentialadvantages(transmissionof smallerblocksof power,not sub-
ject to concernsof possiblelong-termlow-levelmicrowaveeffects),these are offsetby major diffi-
culties(achievinghigh-efficiencypower transfer,lasersystemcomplexity,personneland publicsafety,
atmosphericpropagationcharacteristics,and generalstateof technologydevelopment). This assessment
reportonly addressesthe conceptsof microwavePTAR.
MicrowavePTARcan be accomplishedin a varietyof ways. Five optionsare illustratedin fig-
ure V-I. The power amplifiers(RF converters)can be locatedon an antennawhich is separatefrom the
o photovoltaicarray or they can be an integralpart of the photovoltaicarray. In turn, the separatean-
tennacan be designedto accommodateall three types of power amplifiers: linearbeam tubes,crossed-
field tubes,or solid-statedevices. The primaryadvantageof the separateantennais that it can ac-
commodatemaximumpackingdensityof the power amplifiersup to the thermaloperationand dissipation
limit. Becauseof the power thermallimits(channeltemperature)on solid-stateamplifiers,trans-
" mittedpower is not as great and the antennais largerwhen comparedto a tube configuration.The same
limitationis even more pertinentto the integratedphotovoltaic/solid-statepower amplifieroption
since this configurationis area/powerlimitedratherthan thermallimited. Overallsize per delivered
kilowattof this configurationis also larger. The major anticipatedadvantagesof the solid-statecon-
cept (bothseparateand integratedantenna)are higherreliability(andthus lowermaintenancecosts)
and greateramenabilityto mass manufacturing.
The integratedsolid-stateRF reflectoroptionconvertsphotovoltaicDC immediatelyto RF, and
RF is distributedalong the array to a reflectorantenna. This optionwas droppedfrom furthercon-
siderationat the presenttime becauseof the difficulttechnologydevelopmentrequirementsanticipated
in the disciplinesof RF waveguidesand RF reflectors.
Of the five optionsillustrated,the antenna-mountedklystronconfigurationhas been thoroughly
evaluatedand developedintothe presentSPS referencesystem. Withinthe last severalyears,projec-
ted efficiency,gain, and power outputof solid-statedeviceshavemade them attractivefor application
to the SPS concept. The separateantennaconfigurationand the integratedphotovoltaic/poweramplifier
(so-called"sandwich")configurationwere evaluatedfor technicaland cost effectiveness.To the depth
studied,it appearsthat cost per kilowattmay be somewhathigherthan that of the referencesystem,al-
thoughas the cost estimateshave been refined,the costs have trendedtowardconvergence.
D. SystemDefinitionDrivers
Severalbasic assumptionsand constraintsaffectthe totalmicrowavePTAR definition. The
presentklystronreferenceconfigurationwas optimizedat 5 GW deliveredto the utilitygrid, a 1-km-
diametertransmitantenna,and a lO-km-diameterrectenna. Thisoptimizationwas based on two assump-
tions and three assumedconstraints(basedon analyses)as follows.
1. Minimumcost of electricity
2. Projectionsof systemefficiencies
3. TransmitantennaRF power densitylimitof 22 kW/m2
4. MaximumRF power densityin the ionosphereof 23 mW/cm2
5. Power transmissionfrequencyof 2.45 GHz
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The assumptionsand assumedconstraintsare the same for the solid-stateconfigurationexceptthat (i)
the thermaldissipationlimitsare changedso that devicethermalresistanceis a minimumand the
operatingtemperatureis in the range of 373 to 398 K (100oto 125o C) and (2) the projectedsystem
efficienciesare based on the use of solid-stateamplifiers.
These assumptionsand assumedconstraintsare basedon best availableanalysesand experimental
data. If these are changed,then definitionof the systemalso changes. For example,if the ionos-
pheric limitcould be changedto 54 mW/cm2, the rectennadiametercould be reducedto 6.8 km, with an
increasein transmitantennadiameterto 1.5 km. These changeswould impactthe entiresystemand might
resultin an increasein cost of electricity. Thismay be an acceptablealternativeto the reference
sizing;however,what is neededis a realisticassessmentof the actualionosphericpower densitylimit.
Varioustrade-offsusing differentassumptionsand constraintshave beenmade and are documentedin
reference22.
E. ReferenceSystemUpdatesand Studies
The microwavePTAR system is definedin the October1978 SPS ReferenceSystemReport (ref.10).
The conceptfor the transmitteris shown in figureV-2. In this concept,the linearbeam klystron is
used to convertfrom DC to RF energy. The 70-kWklystron,togetherwith a coolingsystem,slotted "
waveguideradiators,phase controlreceiverand conjugationelectronics,and other necessaryhardware,
comprisesthe transmitantenna'spower module. Thereare 4 to 36 powermodules in an antennasubarray
dependingon where the subarrayis locatedacrossthe overalltaperedantennaarray. There are 7220
subarraysin the 1-km-diameterarray.
The receivingrectifyingantenna(rectenna)on the ground is characterizedby immediaterectifi-
cationfrom RF to DC. A typicalconfigurationis shown in figureV-3. Individualdipoleantennasare
used as the receivingelement,and sincerectificationtakesplace immediately,DC power is collected
from eachelement and fed intoparalleland seriesstringsto build up the voltageand current levels.
The overallmicrowavePTAR conceptis illustratedin figureV-4,which shows subsysteminterrelation-
ships in both the transmitand the receivearrays.
As a resultof continuingNASA and contractorsysteminvestigationsand trade-offssince 1978,
severalimprovementscould now be made to the referencesystem.
1. Levelof phase control
Phase conjugationshouldbe performedat the power module(klystron)level (101,552points)
ratherthan at the subarraylevel (7220points)(fig.V-4) because(a) it resultsin an increasein main
beam gain (morepower deliveredto grid),(b) it reducesantennaarray and subarraymechanicaltoler-
ance requirements,(c) it reducesthe effectsof distributedphase errorswith the subarrays,and (d)
the grating lobes incidentupon the Earth are reducedin amplitudeand quantity. The disadvantageis
of coursethe additionalcost of approximately94,000phasecontrolreceivers. It is projectedthat
all phase controlcircuitryat each conjugationpoint,includingthe receiver,can be incorporatedinto
a microwaveintegrated-circuitchip and therebygreatlyreducethe costs for high quantityproduction.
Thus, in additionto the alreadystatedadvantagesfor phasecontrolat the power module level,it is
also projectedto be a cost-effectiveapproach.
2. Allowableamplitudejitter
The referencesystemhas an allowableamplitudejitteracrossthe surfaceof the subarray
of ±1 dB. Analysis indicatesthat power transferefficiency(88%for the referencesystem)is rela-
tivelyinsensitiveto amplitudejitter. Since amplitudesfor the klystrontubes must be maintainedto _.
approximatelyi% for satisfactoryoperation,the allowableamplitudejitterin the antennaerror budget
shouldbe changedto ±1%. This changedoes not affectthe microwavetransmissionefficiencychain.
3. Startup/shutdownprocedure
Becauseof the numeroustimes the SPS will requireshutdown/startup(in responseto Earth,
i_<_on,and SPS eclipses,as well as for scheduledmaintenance),a numberof possiblesequencesfor
_nergizing/deenergizingthe transmitantennaarrayhave been analyzed. Of primaryconcernduringthese
operationsis the requirementto keep the sidelobesimpingingupon the Earthto acceptablelevels. It
has been determinedthat there are three startupsequenceswhich assurethat the sidelobelevelsare
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lower than the steady-state levels which occur during normal operations. These three sequences are
random, incoherent phasing, and center-to-edge concentric rings. When one of these sequences is used,
no microwave radiation problems are anticipated.
4. Additional studies
In addition to the system investigations and trade-offs mentioned previously, a consider-
able number of studies have contributed to a better understanding of the SPSconcept and of the micro-
wave PTARdata base. These studies are described in the following paragraphs. (More details are in
Vol. III of the SPSTechnical Summaryand Assessment Report, ref. 32).
a. System performance - Studies in the system performance area have concentrated on ob-
taining a better understanding of (1) parametric effects on system performance for all elements in the
efficiency chain, (2) ionospheric analyses and test results from Arecibo, Puerto Rico, and Platteville,
Colorado, and (3) RFl/electromagnetic interference (EMI) for both the transmit array and the rectenna.
Studies into reshaping the power beam have also been made to improve overall rectenna collection effi-
ciency and to provide additional means of sidelobe control. These studies included techniques such as
phase reversal, continuously variable phase distribution across the array, suppressor rings, and quad-
ratic phase tapers. Multiple beams from one array have also been investigated, and results indicate
that implementation is feasible.
b. Phase control - In addition to the extensive system definition of the reference phase
control system, alternate concepts have also been investigated including interferometer and coherent
multiple tone ground-based systems. These concepts have several attractive features over the reference
retrodirective concept including closed-loop phase control (which reduces effects of time-dependent
phase error buildup) and simplified electronics on the transmit antenna. These approaches are de-
scribed in references 30, 33, and 34.
A major concern for both the retrodirective concept and the ground-based concept is the
potential effect of the ionosphere on the microwave signal phases. To date, there is no available ion-
ospheric model to quantitatively predict phase errors due to ionospheric disturbances. The first in a
series of the experiments recommendedby NASAwas conducted in April 1980 by the University of Texas/
Institute of Telecommunication Sciences (ITS). Future experiments are also planned. Assuming that
the end result of these experiments is that the effects are intolerable, a potential method for miti-
gation of these effects has been proposed by Rockwell International using the "three-tone" pilot beam.
This is discussed in reference 32.
c. Power amplifiers - Besides the investigations into the klystron and its integration
into the system, study efforts have concentrated on solid-state amplifiers and the magnetron.. Consid-
erable advancement in GaAs field-effect transistor (FET) technology over the past several years has
indicated that projected parameters of efficiency, power output, and gain may be suitable for use in
the SPSconcept. To this end, several analytical and experimental investigations were initiated by
NASAto better understand the potential application of the GaAs FET devices (refs. 30 and 35 and
table V-I). A typical result to date on an existing amplifier, when optimized for maximumefficiency,
is 71% efficiency, with approximately 1W output and 11 dB gain.
The magnetron gained renewed interest when it was determined that the inherent noise
levels could be reduced considerably when the filament was turned off after initial startup. Labora-
tory investigations were performed to determine someof the operating characteristics (phase stability
and control, gain, efficiency, noise levels, power output, etc.) as applied to SPS(ref. 30). Once
some of these characteristics are understood, the feasibility of integrating the magnetron into the mi-
crowave PTARsystem should be more fully explored. Factors such as power conditioning and distribu-
tion, input RF power requirements, RF load dumping, cooling requirements, methods of phase stability/
control, RF distribution, etc., will require further investigation.
d. Radiating elements - The main thrusts in the area of radiating elements have been to
(i) investigate characteristics of a slotted waveguide array (receive/transmit bandwidths, tolerance
requirements); (2) the requirements for, and characteristics of, a separate receive aperture; and (3)
high-accuracy measurement techniques (RF gain/directivity to _1%) (ref. 30). One of the candidate
receive antennas, the "credit card" (small enough to be imbedded in between the slotted waveguides),
appears to provide the required uplink/downlink isolation with minimum decrease in transmit aperture
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area. Someof the investigations into thin-wall aluminum fabrication and metal matrix waveguide
characteristics have yielded favorable results.
e. Rectenna - The reference rectenna concept provides an extremely efficient means of re-
ceiving RF energy and converting to DCfor use by the utility grid. One of the disadvantages is the
tremendous number of receive antennas/rectifiers required. Several studies have been conducted to re-
duce the number of elements and to reduce the manufacturing costs of so many elements. Problems of
reradiation have also been investigated (refs. 30 and 36).
F. Solid-State Confiqurations
Because of the continued advancement of solid-state technology, application of this technology
to SPSappears promising. As illustrated in figure V-I, there are two basic configurations for the
solid-state application: a separate antenna similar to the reference concept and an integrated
photovoltaic/antenna or sandwich approach. Both these concepts have been evaluated by both SPSSys-
tems Definition contractors, Boeing and Rockwell, although not to the same depth as the reference
configuration.
Both of the solid-state concepts are characterized by larger antennas (because of device cooling
requirements), lower power output to utility grid, smaller rectennas (because of the larger, higher
gain transmit array), and greater satellite mass per kilowatt of delivered power. They have the advan-
tage of increased reliability and thus lower maintenance costs. Disadvantages include increased phase
control system complexity, lower voltage (higher loss) DCpower distribution (for the separate anten-
na), larger parts count, and possible increased noise generation and EMI susceptibility. Investiga-
tions to date indicate the following.
I. Use of solid-state devices results in higher satellite mass and cost per kilowatt compared
to the reference system, although costs have trended toward convergence as the estimates
have been refined (due primarily to higher voltage levels on the device strings).
2. DC-to-RF conversion efficiencies of >80% appear feasible using GaAs FET devices operat-
ing at conduction angles of 30o to 4_o (ref. 35).
3. Power combining of four amplifiers into a single 2.45-GHz antenna cavity has demonstrated
exceptionally high combining efficiencies (close to 100%) (ref. 17).
4. Low-voltage DCpower distribution for a solid-state antenna, previously considered to be a
major problem area, appears solvable by incorporating the best balance between device string
voltage and reliability (ref. 17).
G. Critical Supporting Investigations
Critical supporting investigations are a special category, generally experimental, and have
been funded as part of the DOE/NASASPSConcept Development and Evaluation Program. Following is a
brief summaryof these activities. (See also table V-2.)
I. Design and breadboard evaluation of the SPSreference phase control system
Major objectives of the effort to design a breadboard for testing elements of the SPSref-
erence phase control system are to determine the achievable accuracy of a large phase distribution
system, the sensitivity of the system to parametric variations, and the limitations of commercially
available components in such applications. Experimental results to date on the phase distribution
portion of the system indicate that (a) satisfactory performance can be obtained using available com-
ponents under closely controlled conditions and (b) commercially available components exhibit nonideal
performance which is critical to accurate phase distribution across the antenna array and which must
be compensated for by special networks. The breadboard distribution system is now being incorporated
into the overall phase control system; integrated tests will then be conducted.
2. SPSfiber optics link assessment
The purpose of the SPSfiber optics link assessment was to demonstrate the feasibility of
a fiber optics link for transmission of a 980-MHz analog phase distribution signal. Fiber optics have
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advantagesover RF cablingof lighterweight, lessvolume,more flexibility,and less EMI susceptibil-
ity. Severaltypes of fibersand opticalcomponentswere evaluated,a two-waydistributionlinkwas
fabricated,and signaltransfertests were completed. The receivedsignalamplitudeand phase charac-
teristicswere extremelystableand essentiallynoise free. Incorporationof this distributionlink
intothe phasecontrol systembreadboardat JSC remainsto be performed.
3. Six-elementS-bandactiveretrodirectivearray phase error evaluation
A seriesof tests remainsto be performedin the laboratoryusing two elementsof the sub-
ject retrodirectivearray. Testswill be conductedto establishaccuracyof the phase distributionand
conjugatingfunctions.
4. SPS antennaelementevaluations
The purposeof the SPS antennaelementevaluationswas to betterunderstandthe RF and DC
characteristicsof a slottedwaveguidesubarraysection. Objectiveswere (a) to build a full-scale
half-module,10-stickarray,(b) to experimentallyevaluatethe array with respectto antennapattern,
impedance,and returnloss, (c) to measureamplitudeand phase to provide a data base for understanding
" the trade-offsof uplink/downlinksignalisolation,and (d) to performtrade-offsto determinewhether
a separateuplinkreceiveantennais necessaryand/orfeasible. All the objectiveswere completedwith
very good results. Among the more significantfindingswere that a separateantennawould providemore
isolationand that an extremelysmall "creditcard" antennacould be incorporatedinto the transmit
" arraywithoutadverselyaffectingthe transmissionefficiency.
5. SPS solid-stateantennapower combinerevaluation
The purposeof the SPS solid-stateantennapower combinerevaluationwas to experimentally
determinemethodsfor summingoutputsof many relativelylow power solid-statedeviceswith extremely
low combininglosses. Objectiveswere to design,fabricate,and test an integratedfour-feedmicro-
strip antenna,striplinephasingnetwork,and four transistoramplifiers. All objectiveswere met with
very good results. Patternmeasurementswere made with and withoutthe power amplifiers. The inte-
gratedsystemwas testedfor directivityand gain, and the overallefficiencywas calculated. The re-
sultantcombininglosseswere extremelylow (approaching0%, withinmeasurementcapability).
6. SPS solid-stateamplifierdevelopment
Early studiesof a potentialsolid-statetransmitterfor SPS were conductedundercontractto
JSC. Efficienciesof >80% were projectedfor conductionanglesof 30o to 450, and an experimental
amplifierusing a commercialwide-bandFET tuned to 2.45 GHz was deliveredwhich operatedat 58% effi-
ciencyand had an outputof 3 W. Sincethen, an amplifierdevelopmentprogramhas been initiatedunder
contractto MSFC. Objectivesare to demonstratean amplifieroperatingat 50% efficiency,with a power
outputof 5 W and a gain of 8 dB. Resultsto date are encouraging. An existingamplifier,when opti-
mized for maximumefficiency,yielded71% efficiency,with approximately1W outputand 11 dB gain.
7. SPS magnetrontube assessment
The SPS magnetrontube assessmentconsistedof an analyticaland experimentalevaluationof
the characteristicsof a microwave-oven-typemagnetronwhich may be applicableto the SPS. The magne-
tron is configuredas an injection-lockedirectionalamplifierfor evaluationpurposes. Characteris-
ticsinvestigatedincludeamplitudeand phasecontrolconcepts,varioustypes of noise and sources,
harmonics,long-lifecathodes,and efficiency. Resultsto date are encouraging. Controlloopsfor
- both amplitudeand phase have been developed,signal-to-noiseratiosof 158 dB/4 kHz bandwidth(no ex-
ternalpower applied)havebeen obtained,harmoniclevelswere somewhatbetterthan anticipated,car-
burizedthoriatedtungstenappearspromisingfor cathodes,and electronicefficienciesof 86% have
been computed(basedon measuredefficiencies).
8. Microwaveionosphericinteractionexperiment
The microwaveionosphericinteractionexperimentconsistedof field investigationof a natu-
ral and heated ionosphere. There is a major concernabout heatedionosphericeffectson the phase front
of the pilot signalin the SPS phase controlsystem. The initialobjectiveof this experimentwas to
measurethe intensityof the electrondensityturbulencein the naturaland heatedionosphere. Signals
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from the Navy navigationsatellites(NAVSAT's)were used to make the measurements,and F-regionheating
was accomplishedusing the ITS heaterfacilityat Platteville,Colorado. Data taken formedthe basis of
a detailedcharacterizationof the electrondensityperturbationsin the ionosphere. Based on these
statisticalcharacteristics,effectsof the heatedionosphereon the pilot signalwill be evaluated.
9. Solid-state-sandwichconceptdesignconsiderationsand issues
Solarpower satellitesolid-state-sandwichconceptshave been investigatedrelativeto
the microwavesystem. Typicalparametersfor this conceptare illustratedin the thirdcolumnof fig-
ure V-I. Resultshave been encouraging,and the conceptis consideredto warrantfurtherstudy. Some
of the issuesand considerationsidentifiedto date are harmonicand noise suppression,monolithic
technology,RF mutual couplingand input/outputisolation,low-voltagedistribution,charged-particle
radiationeffects,and sidelobesuppression.
H. SystemConclusionsand RemaininqIssues
1. Conclusions
As a resultof the numerousanalyticaland experimentalevaluationswhich took place dur-
ing the DOE/NASAConceptDevelopmentand EvaluationProgram,there are certainconclusionswhich can
be reachedon the microwavePTAR system. Theseconclusionswere presentedand discussedas part of the
systemworkshopheld at JSC in January1980. The followingconclusionsapplyto the overallmicrowave
PTAR system. Other conclusionsof a more detailednatureare discussedin reference30.
a. Microwavepower transmission- Transferringgigawattpower levelsbetweentwo points
usingmicrowavesis feasible.
b. Singlevs. multipleantennas- Each SPS microwavepower transmissionsystemshoulduse
one transmitantennawith contiguousradiatingsubarraysratherthan multipleseparateantennas.
c. Frequency- The power transmissionfrequencyof 2.45 GHz has been determinedto have
advantagesfor:powertransmissionand receptionbased on systemtrade-offsincluding(i) transmitanten-
na and rectenna sizing,(2) propagationeffectsthroughthe atmosphere,(3) hardwaretechnologyprojec-
tions,and (4) industrial,scientific,and medical (ISM)band utilization.
d. Microwavesystemsizing- Transmitantennasize (1 km), rectennasize (10 km minor
axis),and power deliveredto the utilitygrid (5 GW) havebeen determinedon the basis of the minimum
cost of electricityper kilowatthour. The trade-offswere performedassuminga maximumRF power den-
sity limiton the transmitantennaof 22 kW/m2 (tubeconfiguration),maximumpower densitythroughthe
ionosphereof 23 mW/cm2, and the currentprojectionsof microwavesystemefficiencies. A microwave
systemusing solid-statepower amplifierswill have a differentthermal limitand differentsystem
efficiencies,resultingin differentsystemsizes.
e. Type of transmittingantenna- The transmittingantennashouldbe a phasedarray using
slottedwaveguidefeed techniquesto meet the requirementof maximumpower transferefficiency.
f. Type of receivingantenna- An SPS rectennaconcepttheoreticallycapableof recover-
ing all RF energy impingingon its surfacewith directRF-to-DCconversionprovidesthe requiredmaxi-
mum conversionefficiency.
g. Antennaconstructionand subarrayalignment- Constructionof a 1-km-diameterantenna
array with ±I minute of arc flatness tolerance appears, to be within the state of the art if low coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion (CTE) materials are used. Antenna subarray alignments, both initially and
operationally, can be maintained to ±3 minutes of arc by the use of azimuth-elevation mounts and
laser measurement techniques.
h. Power beam stability - Based on analytical simulations and experimental evaluations, it
appears feasible to automatically point and focus the power beam with minimum wander (±250 m) and auto-
matic fail-safe operation (rapid beam defocusing).
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2. Remaininqissues
In additionto the previouslystatedconclusions,certainremainingissueshave been iden-
tifiedwhich must be addressedin any follow-onprogram. These issuesare for the overallmicrowave
PTAR system.
a. MicrowavePTAR systemperformance
b. Noise and harmoniccharacteristics
c. Antennatransmissionefficiency
d. Beam formingaccuracy
e. Beam pointingaccuracy
f. Beam security
g. Powerbeam/pilotbeam isolation
h. Effectsof ionospheric/atmosphericdisturbanceson pilot signal
i. Mechanicalalignment/tolerances
j. End-to-endsystemefficiency
k. Corona (tubeconfigurationonly)
I. Multipacting(tube configurationonly)
m. Plasma(tubeconfigurationonly)
n. RFI effectson selectedhardware
o. Unitcosts
p. Alternatetechnologies
(I) Solid state
(2) Magnetron
q. Possiblenew technologies
(i) Photoklystron
(2) Gyrocon
More detailed issueshave been identifiedfor each of the subsystemareas and are dis-
cussed in reference30.
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TABLEV-I.- MICROWAVEPTARINDEPENDENTSUBSYSTEMSTUDIES
Investigationarea Contractor
Phase control
Systemdefinitionand simulation LinCom
Pilot beam communicationlink Raytheon
Power amplifiers
Solid-stateamplifiers Radio Corporationof
AmeriGa(RCA) and
RockwellInternational
(RI)
Solid-statedevicesimulation Universityof Waterloo
Class E amplifierdesign DesignAutomation
Antenna
Subarrayalignment Axiomatix
Pointingcontrol Universityof Tennessee
High-accuracymeasurements GeorgiaInstituteof
Technology
Rectennahighergain/powercombining RensselaerPolytechnic
Institute
Ionosphericeffects
Characteristics Rice University
Power beam E-CON/Raytheon
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TABLEV-2.-MICROWAVEPTAREXPERIMENTALCRITICAL
SUPPORTINGINVESTIGATIONS
Investigationarea Contractor
Phase control
Breadboardtest, referencesystem JSC/LockheedEngineering
and ManagementServiceCo.
Fiber opticsdistribution Boeing
Phase errormeasurement JSC/JPL
Power amplifiers
Solid-statedeSign/test RI/RCA
Solid-statepower combining Boeing
Magnetron Raytheon
Antennawaveguideexperiment Boeing
Microwavesystem
Ionosphericeffects/modeling Universityof Texas/Institute
of TelecommunicationSciences
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RF Converter Antenna mounted Solar cell mounted (concentration ratio = 3)
Optical reflector RF reflector
SPS Design Klystron
or CFA Solid state Solid state Solid state
Power output
to grid 5 GW 2,5 GW 1.2 GW 0.2 GW per km2solar cells
Space antenna
diameter 1 km 1,4 km 1.77 km • High power waveguide
Rectenna diameter
at 23mWIcm 2 10 km 7.1 km 5.0 km Not determined
Antenna 10dB taper 10 dB taper Uniform Advanced horn feb paraboloid
Figure V-1.- Microwavesystem options.
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FigureV-2.- Microwavepower transmissiondesignconcept.
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FigureV-3.- Typicalrectennaconfiguration.
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ReferenceSPS
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FigureV-4.-ReferenceSPS microwavesystem.
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VI. S_RUCTURES,CONTROLS,ANDMATERIALS
A. Summaryand Introduction
The characteristics of the structures and controls subsystems, and associated materials,
should reflect the requirements of the particular concepts and configurations embodied within the gen-
eral concept of a satellite power system (SPS). Although early studies (refs. 6 and 7) investigated_al-
ternative satellite configurations, the focus of the CDEPefforts in structures, controls, and mate-
rials was the reference system as a reasonable extension of current technology. Based on the DOE/NASA
Concept Development and Evaluation Program studies, previous NASAand industry studies, and applicable
technology investigations, a general assessment of these subsystems can be made. A major advantage of
the SPSconcept for energy is the minimal structural mass requirement for a very large satellite. Al-
though this advantage has been recognized from the onset (ref. 3), it is not always obvious in concep-
tual portrayals of the system in which the structure may appear as the prominent feature. Studies to
date indicate that the entire structural mass of an SPSmay be generally less than 10% and possibly on
the order of 5%of the total satellite mass. The reason is the extremely low external load environment
of orbiting systems, particularly in geosynchronous orbit. This characteristic is somewhat alien to
terrestrial engineering experience, in which structures can dominate mass and energy investment re-
quirements. The prime structural design requirement is to provide adequate stiffness for station-
keeping, attitude control, and pointing control. The design of the structure and control systems
is therefore coupled in meeting dynamic stability, shape, and figure performance requirements.
Thermal deformations can have a significant influence on the design of these subsystems unless a
low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) structural material, such as a graphite composite, is
employed. Construction, life, and maintenance are significant design requirements for these sub-
systems. Because terrestrial testing of these subsystems is severely limited, an unprecedented
reliance on modeling and analysis results. Space-Night testing will be a requirement in the de-
velopment and verification of these subsystems. A panel of experts in these areas expressed opti-
mism that with sufficient resources, the technical expertise that has served in the past could meet
the challenges presented by the SPS. However, they felt that the work to date has not been suffi-
ciently extensive or detailed to provide the level of confidence required. A substantial amount
of work must be done in areas such as modeling, developing techniques for the active control of
uncertain systems, and studying the long-term physical properties of composites before this con-
fidence will be warranted. In this report, the most significant loads and environmental influences
on the structures and controls subsystems, the general features of SPSstructures and controls de-
sign (as currently envisioned), the importance of structural dynamics and control to these systems,
the materials issues, and the findings of the SPSStructural Dynamics and Control Workshop are dis-
cussed.
B. Structural System
i. Loads
Earth orbit is a balance of the body forces associated with gravitational attraction and
centrifugal acceleration. The finite size of the SPSgives rise to a distribution of body forces which,
depending on the geometry and orientation, represents one of the largest operational loads. If the
moment of inertia of the system is not isotropic, because of configuration and/or construction consid-
erations, there can be a net "gravity gradient" torque on the system. For a planar, rectangular, 5-GW
ground output configuration in the worst orientation, control forces on the order of 300 N at the cor-
ners of the array would enable an attitude hold. The solar radiation pressure of about 5 x 10-6 N/m2
acts on illuminated surfaces as a function of the solar reflectance and orientation. The major in-
fluence of this force would be daily and 6-month periodic perturbation of the orbit. There is also
an antenna recoil from the microwave power transmission of about 25 N. Nonisotropic thermal emission
will give rise to a momentumloss and an associated recoil. Solar and lunar gravity and Earth eccen-
tricities give rise to potential orbit perturbations but insignificant direct structural loadin_There is no significant _tmosRheric drag at geosynchronous orbit. However, in low Earth orbit ( 500
km), this pressure (mlO-4 N/mL) can give rise to a force which is significant for orbital decay.
Operational system-induced loads on the SPSmust be considered, although they are quite
dependent on configuration and system design. Electrical current interaction forces (induced magnetic
fields) are generally small, although their greatest influence is felt where the largest currents and
the least separation distance between conductors occurs. Interactions between current carriers and the
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Earth's magnetic field are characteristically small and dependent on the power distribution configura-
tion. This interaction can be minimized or enhanced by design. Depending on the configuration and sys-
tem operation, centrifugal acceleration about the center of mass can also contribute to structural
loading. The applied forces and moments for attitude control and pointing are significant inputs to
the structural loading. In the studies to date, the largest structural loads obtained are those asso-
ciated with isometric stress applied for stiffness or to minimize distortion. This loading is very
sensitive to configuration and structural design. A generic characterization is a lightly prestressed
column reacting membranetension.
Structuralloadsassociatedwith maintenance,construction,transportation,handling,and
all relevantaspectsof the SPS activitiesmust be consideredin the structuraldesign. Any governing
loadsother than operationalmust be weighed againstthe impactto the systemand, ultimately,compared
to the cost of deliveringelectricity. For example,if largestructuralloadswere incurredby alterna-
tive transportationor constructionschemes,these could dominatethe structuralmass requirements.
2. Environment
The normalenvironmentalconcernsof terrestrialstructures(e.g.,wind loading,oxidation
and moistureeffects,soilmechanics,etc.) are not encounteredin Earth orbit. However,other environ-
mentalfactors in Earth'sorbit must be considered: heat transfer,vacuum,particulateand ultraviolet
radiation,and interactionswith a tenuousplasma. Heat transferis essentiallylimitedto thermalra-
diation,sinceconductionand convectioneffectsare generallynegligibleor nonexistent.
In normaloperation,the MPTS is most affectedby the thermalenvironmentresultingfrom
the waste heat generatedby the DC-RF generatorsand from the daily cycle of orientationrelativeto the
incidentsolarflux. Since the waste heatmust ultimatelybe radiatedto space,the characteristic
operatingtemperaturelevelsof a taperedmicrowaveemissionprofilecan range from almost500 K at the
centerto m300 K at the edge. The centertemperaturelimitsthe localpower emissionand, therefore,
the extentof emissiontapering. Temperaturelevelscan limitsystemand subsystemdesigns,material
selections,and lifetimecharacteristics.Importantaspectsof structuraldesignare the distribution
of temperaturesand the time variationsresultingfrom changesin orientationrelativeto the Sun or,
shadowing effects (local or systemwide by way of occultation). Structural temperature levelS in sp_ce'
are greatly affected by surface properties, overall geometric configurations, and orientation relative
to the Sun. Temperature differences can cause significant local structural distortions, degraded struc-
tural performance, and overall configuration distortion. These effects are influenced by structural ma-
terial, structural design, and overall configuration. They can be particularly significant to the f_at-
ness of the MPTStransmission surface and the dynamic behavior of the entire system.
To illustrate the magnitude of thermal environments, temperature differences across simple
structural members can be on the order of 50 K (Sun side to space side), temperature differences be-
tween structural elements can easily be greater than 100 K (because of orientation relative to the
Sun), and temperature changes due to occultation are nominally 200 K and can be 400 K. To accommodate
this thermal @nvironment, the structural material must be.insensitive to temperature gradients (low
CTE, m2 x lO-Z/K), the structure must be active, or the structural design and configuration must be in-
sensitive to thermal effects (environment and/or distortion). The last option is difficult to achieve
without compromising other structural requirements.
The significance of the other environmental effects - vacuum, particulate and ultraviolet
radiation, and plasma interaction - is difficult to assess because of limited experience with exposure
to this environment. The vacuum environment mainly affects the loss of volatile ingredients and sur-
face deposition of effluents. The primary concern with particulate and ultraviolet radiation and with
plasma interaction is the stability of surface properties such as solar absorptance and infrared emis-
sivity. It is possible that structural properties of minimum-gauge materials may be affected. Some
spacecraft have maintained operational performance in this environment for a number of years, whereas
other spacecraft have undergone degradations of performance which can be correlated to environmental
effects. This is an area requiring further study since no statistically significant data are avail-
able.
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3. Structuraldesign
In lightof the ratherbenignloadenvironment,the prime structuralfunction is one of
providingadequatestiffnessfor attitudecontroland pointing. Systemstudieshave focusedon passive
structureswhich meet overallsystemrequirementsas a productof an underlyingphilosophythat ade-
quate,simpleapproacheswill be cost effective.This passiveapproachappearsto be adequateeven for
the stringentdimensionalcontroltolerancesof an MPTS; however,the dynamicperformanceand control
aspectsof the integratedMPTS and solar array are still under study.
The basic featureof a representativeSPS structureis one of minimum-gaugematerial
operatingunder low stress,tiered intoa trusselementof rather largedimensions,and sizedon the
basis of an adequatemarginfor elasticbuckling. The structuraldesignand configurationshouldre-
flect the requirementsof construction,systemoperation,attitudecontrol,stationkeeping,pointing
control,and the environment.Structuraldesignapproachesare evolvingwith ideasgeneratedas a re-
sult of an improvedunderstandingof the relativelynovel requirementsof the SPS.
CurrentSPS systemstudiesincludestructuralsubsystemsthat incorporatespace-construc-
. ted columnsassembledinto a particularstructuralconfigurationand sized to accommodatethe required
loads. These columnsgenerallyreflectthe NASA "beambuilder"technologydevelopmentactivitiesfor
compositetriangularand geodeticcolumns. Relativelydetailedstressanalyseshave been performedon
selectconfigurationsto enablepropersizingof structuralmembers and assessmentof systemperform-
, ance. It is clear that structuralelementpropertieswill dependon the in-spacemanufacturingproc-
esses in terms of dimensionalcontrol,pretensioning,repeatability,qualitycontrol,inspection,and
repair.
The studyof joiningstructuralelementsto form the basic structuralforms has proceeded
in a numberof ways, all of which have reflectedconsiderationof the assemblyprocess. Structuralper-
formancecalculationshave been based on rigid jointssince it makes littlesense to assemblehigh-
performance,efficient,stiffcolumns intoa trusswith joiQtsthat are relativelyflexibleor have
appreciableslack.
The attachmentof subsystemsto the structurehas receivedonlymodest attention. The
in-depthdefinitionof structuraldesignrequirementsfrom overallsystemto equipmentmounting
dependson more detaileddesignstudy. It shouldalso be mentionedthat althoughthe prime structure
and/or large structuralmembershave receivedthe greatestattention,the potentiallylargenumber
of smallerstructuralmembers in secondaryor tertiarystructurescan representthe largestfraction
of the structuralmass. For example,in the referenceMPTS structurefor which the total structural
mass fractionis 6%, the prime structuralmass fractionis lessthan 0.5%, the secondarystructure
is about 2%, and the subarraystructureis more than 3.5%.
C. Thermal/Structural
In space,there is no ambientatmosphereto equilibratetemperaturesas on the Earth. There-
fore, temperaturelevels,differences,and transientsmust be consideredin the system and structural
design. The structuralmaterialsmust be capableof withstandingthe range of temperaturesexperi-
enced as well as the cycles. Thermalenginesystemscharacteristicallyoperateat the practicallife/
thermal limitsof materials,whereasa photovoltaicsystemencountersonlymoderatelyhigh temperatures
(_500K) as a limitto microwavepower transmission. Low temperatures(_120K) might be obtainedas
the resultof solar/occultationfor a systemdesignedto efficientlyradiatewaste heat and/orreject
the solar heat flux.
This range of temperatures and associated cycling are important to the selection of a struc-
tural material and to structural design, but equally important are the temperature gradients and changes
in temperature gradients. The latter lead to thermal distortions and/or stresses and potentially dy-
namic distortions and/or stresses. Thermal distortions would be significant to system performance
(e.g., MPTSflatness) or certainly to elastic-buckling-limited columns. One approach to desensitiz-
ing the structural design to the thermal environment is through the use of Iow-CTE structural mate-
rials such as graphite composites. Graphite fibers exhibit a negative longitudinal CTE, which, when
suitably combined in a composite with positive CTEmaterials, can produce extremely small CTE's.
Other approaches toward desensitizing the structure to the thermal environment are through
structural element configuration and through appropriate thermal control (passive or even possibly
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active). These approaches require extensive and detailed thermal analyses and testing, associated
structural analyses and testing, and combined thermal/structural analyses and testing. The ]ow-CTE
material approach, in turn, requires extensive material/structural development and testing.
There is operating system experience with all three of the cited approaches for handling
thermal/structural interactions. Current SPSstudies have favored the Iow-CTE material approach as
appearing to be most cost effective.
D. Structural Dynamics
The large scale, large inertias, and Iow structural mass fraction of SPSconcepts to date,
the pointing and configuration precision requirements (e.g., MPTS), cyclic disturbances (such as grav-
ity gradient and configuration kinematics), and the seasonal solar occultations dictate consideration
of the system dynamics and associated configuration requirements such as structural stiffness. The
classical approach toward achieving dynamic stability for a system under control is through the use of
frequency separation. This separation is achieved by having the control system frequency greater than
the various disturbance frequencies, the system (structural) frequency greater than the control fre-
quency, and the subsystem or component frequencies (e.g., solar blankets) greater than the system
(structural) frequencies. The largest magnitude operational disturbances have frequencies equal to or
less than the gravity-gradient cycle (_2 x 10-5 Hz, or 12-hour period). Since the large-magnitude dis-
turbances have such a low frequency, the classical approach has been evaluated, in the preliminary
analyses of selected concepts, and found to offer significant potential. Although the SPS concepts
studied to date have not completely precluded structure/control interactions, they do minimize these
interactions by taking advantage of lightweight, delicate but stiff structures.
The structural dynamics and control aspects of the SPShave received limited attention so far;
however, it is an area in which considerable early work will be required. Although the structural char-
acteristics of an SPS (as currently envisioned) are much simpler than those of existing systems (e.g.,
the Shuttle),the dynamicmodelingof the systemis an extensivecalculation,particularlyif the dy-
namiccharacteristicsof the componentsubystemsare included. Computationof the dynamicresponseto
particulardisturbancesand controlforceswill be laborious,and stabilityassessmentfor particular
controllaws,with realisticactuatorsand sensormodels,is an even greaterchallenge. Currentac-
tivitiesare based on considerablesimplificationto gain insightand understanding.In the future,
accuracyand reliabilityassessmentswill be requiredtogetherwith statisticalconsiderationsof sys-
tem properties(i.e.,material,structuralelement,sensor,actuator,etc.). Developmentof adequate
simulationcapabilityand experimentalconfirmationof modelingand systemperformancewill requiresig-
nificanteffort.
At this point,it is felt that a continuationand expansionof the simplifiedapproaches,
which ideallyretainthe significantphenomenabut not all the specificdetail,is the most productive
approach. At the time of the selectionof a preferredconcept,a simulationcapabilityfor the major
governingparametersshouldbe in existence.
Finally,it is reemphasizedthat the final structuresand controlsdesignverificationmust
rely heavilyon simulationand will requirea stronginteractiveworkingrelationshipamongthe struc-
tures,controls,and thermalanalysisdisciplines.
E. Control IRigidBody)
Rigid body control,as discussedhere, is concernedwith two major aspectsof satellitecon-
trol: (1) translationcontrolto maintainthe vehiclein a nominalpoint in orbit (stationkeeping)and
(2) attitude control to maintain the proper pointing of the vehicle and its elements. The latter in-
volves three separately identifiable problems. For the operational SPS in geosynchronous orbit, the
collector array (or reflector for certain configurations) must be maintained in a solar direction while
the gimballed power transmitting element remains pointed toward Earth to radiate to the ground recten-
ha. The thirdproblem,and perhapsthe most challengingto rigid body control,is associatedwith the
constructionphase duringSPS buildupand the accompanyinglarge changesin mass and mass properties.
Overlaidon these problemsare the effectson controlcausedby the structuralflexibilityand
the attendantstructure/control/thermalinteractions.These addedcomplexitiesare discussedin subse-
quent sectionswith the discussionof rigid body controlservingas a point of departure.
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1. Disturbances
The SPS is ordersof magnitudelargerand more massivethan any contemporaryspacecraft.
In reference19c, it is shownthat attitudecontrolparametersfor a large-aspect-ratioSPS typicalof
a class of photovoltaicconfigurationsin geosynchronousorbit are dominatedby gravity-gradientef-
fects and are stronglydependent_n the characteristiclength. Quantitatively,gravity-gradient
torquescan be as largeas 2 x 10 N-m. However,the force requiredto react this torque,as mentioned
earlier, is only a few hundrednewtons.
Peak solar pressuretorqueshave been calculatedto be abouthalf an order of magnitude
less than the peak gravitytorques. The combineddisturbancetorqueswhich would be encounteredduring
a geosynchronousorbit constructioncycleof a photovoltaicsystemare shown in figureVI-I.
Analysescontainedin references16d and 19c,which haveexaminedthe effectsof Earth triax-
iality,Sun/Moonperturbations,and solarpressureperturbations,have shown that solar pressureis the
primarystationkeepingdisturbanceand can cause as much as a ±30 east-westexcursionif not corrected.
Analysisof disturbancesand their effectson controlhave been conductedfor other config-
urationssuch as the thermalenginesystemsand are containedin the cited references. Resultsare not
elaboratedhere sincethey are naturallyconfigurationdependentand do not contributesubstantially
more or differentinsightto the understandingand appreciationof the disturbanceenvironment.
. The precedingdiscussionis also limitedto geosynchronousorbit. Tradesof LEO and GEO
constructionexist in the literature. All aspectsof the controlproblemsare compoundedin LEO.
Aerodynamiceffectsbecome importantfor both attitudecontroland stationkeeping.Gravity-gradient
torquesare 200 times largerbecauseof their dependenceon the squareof the orbitalfrequency. These
conditionsimposeadditionalrequirementson orientation,requireconfigurationmass balancingto keep
the controleffectorsystemsmanageable,and reducethe separationbetweencontroland structuralfre-
quencies. The compoundingof the controlproblemtogetherwith a host of operationaland transporta-
tion problemsmakes GEO constructionthe currentpreferredmode; therefore,LEO considerationis not
discussedfurther.
2. Attitudecontrol
Becauseof the dominanceof gravity-gradient'torques,the controldesigner'sfirst thought
is to eliminateor minimizethe problemby inertiabalancingor spin stabilizationtechniques. Some
schemesdiscussedin reference19c were evaluatedbut eventuallyrejectedbecauseof weightpenalties
and/ormechanicalcomplexity. For the operationalphotovoltaicSPS, the flightmode finallyselected
is one which maintainsthe long axis perpendicularto the orbitplane (POP)with the arraymaintained
pointingat the Sun (quasi-inertialmode). Thismode requiresthat the transmittingantennabe gim-
balled and separatelycontrolledto maintainthe requiredEarth-pointingattitude. A similarmode has
been adaptedfor the constructioncyclewith the specialprovisionthat the solar arrayspoint away
from the Sun (so as not to generateunwantedpower)until the assemblyis complete.
Pointingrequirementsfor the collectorarray are a functionof acceptablecosine lossand
of concentrationratio (if concentratorsare used). A value of ±0.50 appearsto be acceptableand
achievablewith existingtechnology. A requirementfor shapeor figurecontrolfor the collectorarray
has not been identified.
Pointingof the transmittingantennais much more stringent. Whereaselectronicsteering
is used for vernierpointing,mechanicalpointingof the completeantennais requiredto about3 arc-
minutes. The capabilityof achievingthis accuracyfor a 1-km structurehas not been analyticallyver-
ified. Active figurecontrolof the antennahas not been identifiedas a requirementprovidedthe elec-
tronicphasingrequirementsare met.
Beforefurtherdiscussionof attitudecontroland controlpolicy,it is necessaryto dis-
cuss stationkeepingrequirements.
3. Stationkeeping
The primary disturbances resulting in spacecraft excursions in the assumed geosynchronous
equatorial orbit were described in subsection E.I. To maintain the operational spacecraft at a nominal
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position in orbit to an accuracyof approximately0.1o, east-westvelocitycorrectionrequireson the
order of 300 m/sec per year and north-southvelocityrequirementsare on the order of 50 m/sec per year.
Obviously,thesecorrectionsmust be made with a thrustdevice (as differentiatedfrom a
torquingdevicewhich could handlegravityand solar torques). One is then led to the considerationof
developinga controlpolicywhich would use a singlesystemto react both types of disturbances. This
in fact is the preferredapproachfor array controlas describedin the followingsubsection.
4. Controlsystem
The attitudecontrolsystemis in actualitya subsystemof a much more elaboratedata man-
agementand communicationssystem. The electronicssectiontakes on the characteristicsof a distrib-
uted architecture,which is the currenttrend in informationsystemstechnology. Redundancylevelsand
methods of failuredetectionand isolationhave not been studiedin any detail,but it is estimated
that the overallsystemcomplexityfor rigid body controlwill be no greaterthan the redundantsystem
to be flown on the Space Shuttle. Althoughmore hardwareelementsand more softwaresystemswill be
involved,the overallcomplexity,in terms of a technologyissue,appearsmanageable.
Structure/controlinteractioneffectsare thoughtto be the main driveron complexity.
However,unlessan activelycontrolledstructuralfigure is required,the added complexitywill have
its primaryimpacton the softwaresystem.
As to the choiceof actuators,it was previouslystatedthat torquingdevicessuch as con-
trol momentgyroscopes(CMG's)could react the gravitygradientand solar pressuretgKquedisturbances.
However,as seen in figureVI-1, peakmomentumrequirementscan be as high as 6 x 10lu N-m-sec (mission
phase E). The SkylabCMG's,which are the largestthat have been flown in space,have on the order of
3000 N-m-secstoragecapability. It is clear that conventionalmomentumwheels,even with an order of
magnitudeimprovementin storageefficiency,are impracticalfor array controlbecauseof the largenum-
ber required.
Controlof the transmittingantennais anothermatter. Resultsof a rudimentaryrigid
body analysisindicatethat the antennacan be controlledby a set of 12 conventionalCMG's of unspecified
storagecapacitylocatedon the peripheryof the antenna. Tradesbetweenthis approachand simplegim-
bal torquershave not been completed.
Reference19c describesa studywhich was doneon the designof an "unconventional"momen-
tum wheel for an SPS concept. The device,which resembIRsa bicyclewheel of 350 m radius,would be
space constructiblewith a momentumcapabilityof 4 x 10° N-m-secat about0.6 rad/sec(6 rpm). Data
were developedfor both aluminumand compositewheels and tradedagainstvarioustypes of reactioncon-
trol systems. Resultsof one such trade are shown in figureVI-2 for a photovoltaicconfigurationwith
a center-mountedantenna. It is vividlyillustratedthatthe propellantmass, as a percentageof space-
craft mass, is tolerablysmallwith systemsof specificimpulse Iso = 10,000secondsand above. The
space-constructiblemomentumwheel, not shown in the figure,would begin to trade favorablywith
enginesof 20,000secondsafter about 30 years.
Basedon these types of tradestogetherwith considerationsof logistics,technologysta-
tus, costs,etc., an argon ion thrustersystemwas selectedas the referencesystemfor array control.
The ISD selectionis in the rangeof 13,000seconds. A typicalapplicationis approximately25 en-
ginesm6unted on a gimballedthrusterpanel,which is boom-mountedto each cornerof the SPS. Conven-
tionalchemicalthrusters(with ISD of about400 sec) are requiredto maintaincontrolduringequi-
noctaloccultations. A similarlycbnfiguredsystemis proposedfor the constructionphase and is
describedin reference16d.
The ion engines,nominally100 to 120 cm in diameterwith thrustlevelsfrom 5 to 15
N, are arrangedto providea total thrustequal to the solar pressureforce. Attitudecontrolis
achievedby modulatingthe thrustersabout this bias level to providethe necessarycontroltorques.
With this controlpolicy,the propellantpenaltyfor attitudecontrolis minimal.
The sensorsystemwould consistof the usual Sun sensors,startrackers,rate/attitude
gyros,etc., for rigid body attitudedeterminationand control. Requirementsfor sensingthe struc-
turalmodes will determinethe overallsize and complexityof the sensorsystem.
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F. Materials
Early SPSconcepts employed aluminum as an efficient structural material with a wealth of aero-
space experience. As the thermal/structural and thermal/structural/dynamic interactions became apparent,
however, the desirability of a structural material which was insensitive to the thermal environment also
became apparent. Since this insensitivity can be readily obtained by the use of graphite composites
(more than two orders of magnitude lower coefficient of thermal expansion than aluminum), this material
has been considered as the prime candidate for an SPS structural material. The graphite composite ma-
terials have a higher Young's modulus-to-density ratio than aluminum; however, the raw material costs
are an order of magnitude higher than for aluminum today. The trend of graphite composite material
costs is downward because of an expanding market; however, for the raw material cost to approach that
of aluminum would require a major market acceptance such as the replacement of steel in the automobile
or an SPSprogram. Energy investment requirements for the production of graphite composites are on
the order of one-half to one-quarter that of an equal mass of aluminum. Currently, production facil-
ities are being built for high-modulus pitch-based graphite fibers. These fibers are lower strength
and lower cost, which is not at all inconsistentwith SPS requirements.
. Rawmaterial costs are only one facet of the structural system costs. The ease with which a
material can satisfy overall systemrequirements or conversely restrict system performance could have
a much greater influence on the final cost of electrical energy. For example, the reference system ma-
terial is a thermoplastic resin which provides ease of forming. It should be emphasized, however, that
this selection is preliminary and is based on the current level of understanding of the structural ma-
" terial requirements. There are a number of candidate graphite composite materials including epoxy,
polyimide, and metal matrices and glass/graphite-fiber combinations. The material selection requires
a development which is integrated with structural design and structural fabrication in a symbiotic
process that addresses all the significant structure and material requirements.
The long-lifetime characteristics of structural materials and coatings in the geosynchronous
orbit environment is an area requiring considerable study and appropriate development plans. There is
a need for extensive experimental data and the construction of phenomenological models. Avenues should !
be developed for taking advantage of current and upcoming flight experience. For example, the ATS-6
satellite has a graphite epoxy truss structure which, after a number of years, might offer a benchmark
data point if recovery is accomplished.
G. Workshop Summary
An SPSStructural Dynamics and Control Workshop was held at JSC on January 22 and 23, 1980.
The panel members represent someof the nation's leading experts in controls, structural dynamics,
structures, and materials. The objectives of the workshop were (i) to assess and critique the as-
sumptions, methodologies, and conclusions of existing SPS studies in the areas of structural dynamics
and control (with structural design and materials also being considered) and (2) to identify critical
issues in these areas and make recommendations for future work. The official panel findings are ex-
pressed in the panel's final report and summarized here.
i. Although the work to date lacks depth and breadth, the panel members are generally confi-
dent that, with sufficient resources, the challenges presented by the SPScan be met. However, a sub-
stantial amount of work must be done in areas such as modeling, developing techniques for the active
control of uncertain systems, and studying the long-term physical properties of composites before this
confidence is fully warranted.
2. Since the SPSsystem cannot be tested in the terrestrial environment, many types of experi-
mental verification techniques possible for more conventional engineering projects are excluded. Thus,
the successful design, development, and construction of the SPSwill rely, to an unusually high degree,
on modeling and dynamic analysis. The panel feels that substantial further work is required in the
areas of modeling the system components and environment.
3. Current SPS structural designs use forms which are derived basically from 19th century
bridge-building technology (not necessarily bad). As the overall system concept evolves, as communica-
tion is developed between structures, materials, and controls specialists, and as an understanding of
construction in space is developed, it is anticipated that more advanced concepts capable of exploiting
the potential of the nearly benign environment will emerge.
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4. To approachthis evolution,however,the panel felt that the controlsproblemhad received
disproportionatelylittleattentionand that the followingshouldbe accomplished: recognitionof
modeling limitationsas a key issue,trade-offsamong activesurfacecontrol,trade-offsbetweenthe
boundsof structureand control,trade-offsbetweenelectronicphasingand activefigurecontrol,
analysessufficientlydetailedto encompassspecificcontrolshardwareconsiderations,and means to
accomplishverificationof the controlledsystemdesign. The controlsproblemfor constructibnis
compoundedby the additionalparametersof transientgeometryand performancerequirements.
5. A requirementof the SPS which sets it apartfrom all spacecraftlaunchedto date is the
fact that it must be constructedin space. Lackof experiencewith systemsof this type meritscareful
considerationof this feature. The constructionphasemay in fact be criticalin terms of establishing
structuraland controlsystemdesignrequirements.
6. The panel feels that much additionalwork is requiredto providea confidencelevelneces-
sary for the selectionof graphitecompositeas the SPS structuralmaterial. A numberof design/structure/
material trade-offstudiesshouldbe performed. The basicquestionof the long-termstabilityof mate-
rials and coatingsin the space environmentis crucial.
7. The natureof the SPS is such that the designand proof of feasibilitywill rest primarily
on a foundationof analysis. However,experimentsare neededto verifythe resultsof analysis
insofaras possible. These experimentsshouldbe directedtowardverificationof modelingtechniques,
validationof controlpolicies,and determinationof materialproperties.
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Figure VI-I.- Environmental disturbances during GEOconstruction.
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Vll. CONSTRUCTIONA DOPERATIONS
A. Summaryand Introduction
This section consists of a brief review of the construction, operation, and maintenance re-
quired for an SPS, including the space and ground systems. This work utilized a reference system focus
for design details to thoroughly understand the construction and operations scenarios. Based on these
scenarios, logistics data were developed to properly visualize the construction requirements, and the
results and their sensitivities should be applicable to any type 5-GWsatellite. The basic construction
guidelines are explained, and construction location options are discussed. The space construction
tasks, equipment, and base configurations are discussed together with the operations required to place
an SPSin geosynchronous Earth orbit. A rectenna construction technique is explained, and operation
with the grid is defined. Maintenance is summarized for the entire system. Finally, key technology
issues required for SPSconstruction operations are defined.
Studies of SPSconstruction, operation, and maintenance have led to an understanding of the
manpower and time required to construct an SPS. Such a system would require approximately 600 workers
" in space and the orbital construction bases and equipment. Results of these studies indicate that a
satellite could be built in 6 months. The rectenna construction is typical of other Earth-based proj-
ects but can benefit from the application of specialized machinery. Maintenance of the entire SPS
would involve satellite refurbishment, primarily in the antenna, transportation of the refurbishment ma-
" terial and manpower to orbit, and a limited amount of rectenna component replacement on the ground.
These studies have identified the following technology emphasis for SPSconstruction and oper-
ations work which could be conducted on the ground.
I. Zero-g and space vacuum simulations
2. Analytical modeling
3. Automated construction equipment
This technology work will provide a basis for detailed definition of early orbital
experiments, later system-level flight projects, and an SPS"demonstrator."
B. Space Construction
i. Guidelines
Twomain guidelines were used in the space construction studies.
a. The construction system would build two 5-GWSPS's per year.
b. SPSconstruction will use only materials derived from the Earth.
2. SPSconstruction location
Because of the size of the SPS structure, construction must take place in space. The ab-
sence of gravitational loads in space allows very lightweight, low-density structures to be used.
Also, constructing the low-density satellites in space permits high-density payload packaging of mate-
rials and thus minimizes the number of launches.
Studies have shown that either LEOor GEOconstruction is feasible. The GEOconstruction
location is used in the reference system.
Construction of the satellite in GEOhas several advantages. Gravity-gradient loads are
two orders of magnitude lower than in LEO, aerodynamic drag loads are not significant, thermal effects
from passing through the Earth's shadow are negligible, collision hazard from other satellites is low,
and the construction sequence is simpler. Personnel logistics requirements and transportation costs
for the construction base, on the other hand, are greater than in LEO, but the percentage cost impact
appears to be small.
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Building the satellite as a complete unit in LEO for transport to GEOis not practical be-
cause of control requirements and loads to the structure due to gravity-gradient torques. The most
effective mode of construction in LEO is to build the satellite in modules whose LEO-GEOtransfer re-
quirements are sized to be compatible with the thruster requirements for the control of the SPS in GEO
operation. The modules are then berthed and assembled together in GEOfor final assembly.
LEOconstruction offers a potential transportation cost saving by using a self-powered
mode, in which output from the partly deployed SPSsolar cells is used to power a LEO-to-GEO electric
propulsion system which uses high-efficiency ion engines. Although chemical propulsion could be used,
the use of an independent electric OTVconcept for GEOconstruction could eliminate any cost differen-
tial between LEOand GEOsites. Radiation degradation of the solar cells during transit of the Van
Allen belts remains a technical issue.
3. Tasks_ equipment_ and facilities
Several construction approaches were evaluated. Because of the large scale of the opera-
tion, a high degree of automation can and must limit the number of personnel and reduce the total
construction time. The personnel principally perform monitoring, repair, support, and other functions
which cannot be automated efficiently. The activities involved in one approach to SPSconstruction
are shown in figure VII-I. The analysis and results apply to the Reference System.
Heavy lift launch vehicles deliver 400 M.T. of cargo to a LEObase at a rate of about 8
launches per week, or 400 per year. Similarly, personnel launch vehicles take 75 to 80 crewmen from
Earth to the LEObase 32 times per year. Crew stay time for each trip is about 90 days. About 135
crewmen would be stationed at the LEObase all the time to handle cargo. The LEObase also constructs
several electric orbital transfer vehicles that carry SPSmaterials to GEOin unmanned trips lasting
about 6 months. The LEObase also provides a staging depot for personnel and supplies for transfer to
chemically powered personnel orbital transfer vehicles for a 6-hou_ Hohmanntransfer to GEO.
At GEO, the 6400-M.T. construction base receives cargo from the electric orbital transfer
vehicles and, with a crew of about 400 people, constructs each 5-GWSPS in 6 months. Of the 400 peo-
ple, about 270 are involved directly in construction, which includes deploying the solar energy conver-
sion system, assembling the antenna, installing various subsystems, maintaining construction equipment
(beambuilders, cherrypickers, transporters, manipulators, etc.), and performing base logistics and
testing. The remainder of the personnel provide base operations and support functions (lodging, food,
health, communications, etc.). The GEObase also serves as a staging area for maintenance crews and
systems that travel periodically to operational SPS's, as well as a refurbishment center for disabled
SPS components. The number of people required for the maintenance function varies with the number of
SPS's in service. About 380 people are needed to maintain 20 operational SPS's.
It is assumed that crewmen rotate about every 90 days. A 90-day space stay time is con-
sidered a reasonable compromise based on the psychological effects of remote confinement, the effect of
zero g on the body, and radiation exposure limits. Radiation exposure considerations are based on lim-
ited extravehicular activities and provision of "storm cellar" shielding for major solar events. For
instance, with a high flux and nominal shielding, a quarterly maximumdose of 35 rem to blood-forming
organs would be reached in about 90 days.
The method of construction should involve simple, repeatable, highly automated steps. For
the gallium arsenide configuration, a single fixture (fig. VII-2) is used to build the three-trough
cross-section shape of the satellite. Equipment mounted on this fixture builds the SPS solar array in
a single piece. For the silicon configuration, the GEObase builds the SPSin two construction passes
as shown in figure VII-3. The microwave antenna is built at the same time on the side of the base,
then mated at the end of the second pass. Following SPScheckout, the construction base would separate
from the satellite and transfer to the next SPSconstruction location.
C. Rectenna Construction
The rectenna is the ground-based unit of the SPSwhich receives microwave energy and converts
i! to grid-compatible electrical power (fig. VII-4). Recent analysis favors a concept using individ-
ual antenna elements with dedicated rectifiers and filters for RF to DCconversion. These elements are
mounted on flat panels arranged to be perpendicular to the incoming RF beam. A steel mesh is used
behind these elements as an electrical ground plane. Elements are connected in parallel and series
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groups, as required, to produce voltage levels compatible with DCto AC conversion. The rectenna
ground area varies with location and is elliptical because of its position relative to the equatorial
orbit plane of the SPSantenna.
Rectenna site locations and alternative structural designs were investigated. The rectenna
structure selected as a reference is constructed of steel with aluminum electrical conductors. Alumi-
num, wood, and concrete have also been examined for structural use. Several studies have been
conducted on availability of suitable sites. Brief summaries of these areas follow.
I. Site location studies
a. Utility interface, site availability - A siting analysis was conducted to develop in-
formation on siting criteria and to make a preliminary assessment of siting problems. Three areas were
surveyed: (i) Pacific Northwest, (2) north-central region, and (3) southern California. Information
was informally exchanged with power companies in these areas. The analysis was conducted manually us-
ing aeronautical charts, contour plots, and roadmaps. From this study, it was concluded that the num-
. ber of potential sites available exceed the estimated requirements (ref. 15b).
b. Offshore rectennas - A preliminary feasibility and cost study was performed on the
concept of an offshore rectenna to serve the upper east coast. A candidate site was selected and sev-
eral types of support structures analyzed. Results indicate that a rectenna could be built offshore
° but that the practicality of this system is undemonstrated (ref. 37).
c. Site requirements - A number of studies have focused on site layout for typical loca-
tions. Maintenance facilities, access roads, converter stations, distribution towers, control build-
ings, and other similar factors were examined in the construction analysis (refs. 15b and 2Of).
2. Construction concepts
Current reference system concepts for rectenna structure and construction techniques are
based on standard methods of implementation (fig. VII-5). Because of the large projected costs for
these methods, automatic rectenna panel fabrication methods are desirable. Several studies have exam-
ined potential construction scenarios, various types of specialized heavy equipment, and manpower for
rectenna fabrication. Specialized machines for rectenna fabrication are expected to provide signifi-
cant cost-reduction benefits.
D. Operations and Maintenance
1. Satellite
The bulk of the SPScomponents are highly reliable, redundant, or relatively inert. Most
satellite maintenance will involve periodic replacement or refurbishment of the klystron microwave an-
tenna elements. Even though the reliability is fairly high, cumulative failures of these active ele-
ments over the SPS lifetime would result in an unacceptable degradation in performance. Alternative
concepts for maintenance are a permanent maintenance base and crew at each satellite or mobile mainte-
nance crews who return to one of the GEOconstruction bases with components to be refurbished. The lat-
ter concept is illustrated in figure VII-6.
At the GEObase, maintenance workers board a mobile crew habitat. Along with maintenance
equipment and replacement components, they travel to an operational SPS, which has been shut down before
• their arrival, and dock to the satellite's antenna. Using built-in equipment (e.g., cranes and cherry-
pickers), over a 3-1/2-day period, they remove defective components and replace them with new or rebuilt
parts. Defective components are returned to the GEObase. The crew, mobile maintenance equipment, and
replacement parts then move on to the next satellite, visiting as many as 20 satellites in a 90-day per-iod, which is consistent with crew rotation time.
At the GEObase, other cre_en diagnose defective components, repair or replace them
as appropriate, reassemble, and test. When possible, the refurbished components can then be reused
on other SPS's.
For 20 satellites, a mobile maintenance Crew requires about 80 people with about another
300 needed for the refurbishment work. The crew size varies with the number of satellites in service.
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The primary components on the reference satellite which require maintenance are the kly-
stron tubes and the DC-DCconverters. These parts are removed from the satellite and transported to
the GEOconstruction base, where they are refurbished. Repair and/or replacement of the solar cell
blankets is not considered cost effective because of the circuit redundancy inherent in the design, if
the degradation of the output of the silicon cells due to radiation becomes a factor in SPSoutput, the
cells must be annealed or the array oversized. A concept for annealing the damageby heating the cells
with a laser system was defined for the silicon system. On the gallium cell satellite, the cells are
annealed by operating at a temperature high enough to cause self-annealing.
2. Rectenna
The rectenna provides the interface between the satellite and the electrical utility
grid. Power generated in space must be transferred through the rectenna to the user in a controlled
manner. Operations include startup, shutdown, and steady-state control under normal and emergency
conditions. Extensive use of computer hardware will be required because of the extreme complexity
involved in interfacing large amounts of power at very high speeds. All communications and teleme-
try will be interfaced through the rectenna control center. Rectenna operation under various condi-
tions and maintenance has been studied. Direct-current power from rectenna rectifiers is collec-
ted by parallel and series interconnection into 40-MWpower blocks. A group of 40-MWsolid-state DC
to AC inverters converts the power from these power blocks to alternating current. The synchronous
operationof inverteroutputpower with the utilitygrid is controlledin a mannerto providerectenna-
to-gridpower transfer. This managementsystemwill includedevicesfor linephase,voltagecontrol,
and activecontrolsfor load sheddingand lineacquisition.
The SPS transmittingantennaand rectennahave been analyzedfor all phasesof operation.
The operationand controlof the two, in conjunctionwith grid particulars,determinestartup,normal
and emergencyshutdown,and steady-stateprocedures.
Duringstartup,the mechanicalalignmentof the antennawould be establishedand array
temperaturesallowedto stabilize. Systemstatusverificationis followedby power-upof power proc-
essors,klystronheaters,magnets,and phase controlsystem. The pilot beam is then acquiredand RF
driveconfirmed. Power is rampedon in steps from the antennacenterring to outer edge in a timed
manneras desiredfor grid load acquisition. This same techniquemay be used for systemthrottling.
Klystronpower is variedby controllingbeam currentwith a modulatinganode. In a shutdown,power is
rampeddown by klystroncontrol,ring by ringfrom antennaouter edge to center;the pilot beam is dis-
rupted,the circuitbreakersare opened,and power is transferredfrom on-orbitto storageif required.
Duringan emergencyshutdowncaused by grid operationssuch as loadtrip, the rectennaelementswould
shift power to resistiveloadbanks,the pilot beam would be disrupted,and onboardcircuitbreakers
would be tripped.
Operationwill involvea veryhigh reliabilityof transmissionand power utilization
in the grid. Becauseof the high probabilityof not ever havinga completepower lossfrom an SPS,
the neededgrid reservemight decreasewith increasingSPS grid penetration(ref.15f).
Maintenancefor SPS and rectennasystemscan be limitedto performanceduringscheduled
downtimesonly if grid penetrationis sufficientlylow to maintainoperationwith adequategeneration
reserve.
Becauseof the high probabilityof lightningstrikinga rectennaand the potentialfor
damageto variouslow-voltageelements,specialprovisionsmust be made for adequatelightningprotec- .
tion (ref. 29).
E. WorkshopSummary
The space constructionandmaterials workshopwas conductedon January24 and 25, 1980, at
the JohnsonSpace Centerwith an independentpanelmade up of expertsfrom the academiccommunity,
industry,and government. The objectiveof the workshopwasto determinewhether areaswhich could
_>econsideredcriticalto the constructionand materialsaspectsof the SPS programwere adequately
covered.
The workshopcommitteereported(ref.38) that, in general,the studiesdoneto date were
commendablein their effortsto truly visualizea complexassemblyprocess. The assemblyconcepts
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investigated seemedto be credible and the GBED(Ground-Based Exploratory Development Program) appeared
to be an excellent first attempt at near-term goals definition. The committee also noted that work
in this development area would be well supported if GBEDplans are implemented.
According to the workshop committee, areas which could require greater emphasis are:
i. Better definition of structural factors and, particularly, structural dynamic loads dur-
ing construction and assembly
2. The interaction of these loads with the attitude stabilization control system and
with those required for stationkeeping
3. A broader view of structural design concepts beyond those envisaged for the immediate de-
velopment program
4. More experimental verification of some of the assembly concepts, possibly including some
early space-based experiments and a better definition of the advantages and disadvantages
of automatic compared to manual assembly
5. A better definition of material requirements, in particular the use of polymer compared
to metallic structures
6. Further systems trade-off studies, in particular the optimization of the orbit-to-orbit
transportation and the choice of GEOor LEO assembly
Members of the workshop felt that it was essential to keep in mind that the SPSprogram cur-
rently is in a very evolutionary phase. Although the need for a baseline concept to plan the future
program was recognized, it was believed essential to actively pursue advanced technology concepts and
to maintain a degree of flexibility in the program.
F. Conclusions and Remaining Issues
The construction facility provides a framework for the conduct of the many operations neces-
sary for the completion of the satellite system. Since the primary structure of the SPS is not sub-
jected to large-load conditions in geosynchronous orbit, the structure has very low mass and volumetric
density. The material for the structural elements can be densely packaged for launch, then expanded by
machines (beambuilder) to be assembled into a lightweight efficient structure. The SPSsubsystems such
as solar array blankets, reflectors, power conductors, and antenna subarrays will need a variety of spe-
cial equipment and techniques for installation on the primary structure. Although these subsystems are
fabricated on Earth, dense packaging will be necessary for launch into orbit, where final deployment
and installation is accomplished. Del_very of the material encompasses a number of construction sup-
port functions involving transport, handling, positioning, alignment, and attachment of subsystems and
modules. Equipment and operations to provide these support functions require a technology base which
must be developed.
Another operational function which will be required is the capability to berth or dock very
large elements or components. For example, controllable membersmight be extended to acquire the compo-
nent, then retracted under controlled conditions to permit a firm attachment of the components without
excessive loads or damage.
The operational SPS should be viewed as a long-range goal at the end of an extended evolution-
ary process. This evolution will include developing capability and experience for large-scale manned
operations in space. Space evaluation of new technologies needed for very large satellites will re-
quire activities involving the space construction of sealed versions or whole modules of an SPS.
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The type of work which could be conductedon Earthto supportSPS constructiontechnologycan
be groupedinto threemajor areas:
1. Zero-gand space vacuumsimulation
2. Analyticalmodeling
3. Automatedconstructionequipment
Groundsimulationdevelopmentwould includeexperimentsconductedto developspace construc-
tion techniquesincludinguse of constructionaids such as cranesand cherrypickers.These simulation
facilitiescould be used as trainerswhen finalequipmentis developed. In additionto these simu-
lations,joiningexperimentsshouldbe conductedincludingstrengthtests. Analyticalmodelingshould
includeextensiveloads analysesfor SPS structuralconfigurationsto enablebetterunderstandingof
loadingconditionson an SPS. These analysesmust includegravity-gradient,thermal-cycling,docking
and berthing,and controlloads. Duringconstruction,a wide range of controlrequirementswill be
encountered. Thesewide variationsand the flexiblenatureof the structurewill entaila range of
systemdynamicparametersrequiringextensivedynamicmodelingand possibledynamicmodel tests in
space.
Automatedconstructionequipmentincludesitemssuch as beambuilders,manipulators,and other ,
programableequipment. This technologyarea is a high-leveragemeans of reducingmanpowercosts in
space and on the ground. With the ReferenceSystem,the rectennais extremelylaborintensive,and
automatedfabrication,assembly,and field erectioncan be used to reducecosts. Implementationof an
SPS programwould requireautomatedconstructiontechniqueson the groundand in space and thuswould
stimulatethe developmentof automationtechnology.
These groundtests would providea basis for refinementof the SPS analysisand the defini-
tion of flighttests or experimentsneededfor programdecisions.
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Vlll. SPACETRANSPORTATION
A. Introduction and Summary.
The SPStransportation system is required to transport building material, subassemblies,
equipment, supplies, and personnel to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO). Performance and economic con-
siderations dictate that the Earth to low-Earth-orbit (LEO) transportation be accomplished by launch ve-
hicles designed for the appropriate flight rates and the loads associated with launch, atmospheric
flight, reentry, and landing, whereas the LEOto GEOtransportation vehicles (orbital transfer vehicles
(OTV's)) must be designed for nonatmospheric loads and high-specific-impulse (possibly low thrust) pro-
pulsion. A single transportation vehicle design suitable for both flight regimes would be a difficult
feat with present technology and would be, at best, a compromise design that would not be cost effec-
tive compared with separate vehicles.
The Earth to LEOtransportation requirements can be met by heavy lift launch vehicles
(HLLV's) of i00- to 450-M.T. payload class for general cargo and by personnel launch vehicles (PLV's)
of a IO0-M.T. class for personnel and priority cargo. The primary factor in the selection of an HLLV
" configuration was attaining an acceptably low cost per mass to LEOwith conservative technology
assumptions. For the reference system, a two-stage winged vehicle carrying a payload of 420 M.T. was
used for the Earth to LEOcargo transportation. The PLVconfiguration chosen as reference is a Shuttle
derivation employing a winged, returnable LO2/CH4booster replacing the solid rocket boosters (SRB's)
and carrying the passengers in a personnel module mounted in the cargo bay.
The alternative concepts that had the largest impact on the options for orbital transfer ve-
hicles were: (1) construction of the station in GEO, (2) construction of the station in LEOand trans-
portation to GEOin modules for final assembly, and (3) construction of the station completely in LEO
and transportation to GEOas a single unit. The reference system involved construction in GEOand used
independently powered electric OTV's (EOTV's) for cargo transportation.
The transfer of personnel (and priority cargo) between LEOand GEOrequires a high-thrust
propulsion system to minimize the trip time and exposure to Van Allen radiation. A two-stage LOX/LH2
space-based configuration was selected as the reference personnel orbit transfer vehicle (POTV).
Subsequent analyses have indicated advantages for single-stage systems which refuel at both LEOand
GEO.
In summary, it should be noted that 90%of the transportation cost per SPS is for cargo
transportation and 10%for personnel transportation. Approximately 77%of the cargo transportation
cost is for HLLV transportation to LEO and 23%for transportation from LEOto GEO. Of the 10%trans-
portation cost devoted to personnel, 95% is required for transportation to LEO and only 5%from LEO
to GEO.
B. Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
The HLLV is required to transport all SPSfreight, except crews and priority cargo, from the
reference launch site (KSC) to LEO. Cargo hauling is the dominant transportation cost factor, re-
quiring about 70%of the total recurring transportation expenditures. In consequence, a key figure
of merit in the selection of the HLLV is the cost per pound of payload to orbit.
A number of HLLV configurations were synthesized and evaluated on the basis of technology
requirements, sensitivities, interfaces, and program impact. In general, no revolutionary advanced tech-
nology was assumed and propulsion and structural characteristics were predicated on evolved 1990-period
technology with the exception of a more advanced single stage to orbit system. The concepts investigatedinclude:
i. Two-stage ballistic series-burn
2. Two-stage winged series-burn vertical-take-off
3. Two-stage winged parallel-burn vertical-take-off
4. Single-stage winged horizontal-take-off (advanced technology)
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The two-stageballisticvehicle(fig.VIII-I)employswater landingfor both stages. The
first stage is recovereddownrange;the secondstage,near the launchsite. The first stage has 16
LO2/RP-1enginesfor launchand 6 Space Shuttlemain engines(SSME's)for landing. The secondstage
has eight SSME's. This configuration,with a payloadof 391M.T., representsthe most conservative
technologywith theprimary technicalproblemscenteringon the water recoveryof reusablestages
(ref. 12e).
The two-stagewingedseries-burnvehicle(fig.VIII-2)enablesa horizontal-landingre-
coveryfor both stagesnearthe launchsite. The first stagehas 16 LO2/LCH4 enginesfor launchand
12 airbreathingturbojetsfor returnto the launchsite. The secondstage (Orbiter)has 14 standard
SSME'sfor ascentpropulsionand 4 advancedspace engines(ASE's)for orbitalmaneuvering. It is
recoveredin a manner similarto the STS Orbiter. Thisconfiguration,which has a gross payloadcapa-
bilityof 424 M.T., was selectedas the referencebecauseof the operationaladvantagesof launch-
siterecoveryand relativelyconservativetechnologyrequirements(refs.10 and 16b).
A subsequentanalysisand conceptdefinitionwas conductedto evaluatea smaller(IO0-M.T.
class)two-stagewingedseries-burnHLLV. This configurationemployedsix LO2/LCH4 enginesand four
airbreathingenginesfor flyback. The Orbiteremployedsix SSME's. This smallerHLLVoffereda
smallernonrecurringcostwith a slightlyhigherrecurringcost and a reductionin noiseand sonic
overpressure,but with an increasein effluentsdepositedin the upper atmosphere. In figureVIII-3,
this conceptis comparedwith the Saturnand the large HLLVdescribedpreviously(ref.17).
The two-stagewingedparallel-burnvehicle(fig. VIII-4)conceptdiffersfrom those pre-
viouslydescribedin its parallel-stageconfiguration,which has the advantageof a lowerstack height
and the use of second-stage(Orbiter)enginesduringinitialascent. The first stage has seven LOX/RP
enginesfor ascentand eight turbojetsfor recovery. The secondstage has four LO2/LH2 enginesand
is recoveredin the same manneras the STS Orbiter. The payloadcapabilityis 227 M.T., and the gross
lift-offweight (GLOW)is 7150 M.T. (A smaller,114-M.T.payloadversionwas also evaluated.) These
configurationsare competitivewith the referenceseries-burnconceptsand must be consideredas a
possibleselectionfollowingmore detailedtrade studies(ref.21€).
The single-stagewingedhorizontal-take-offconfiguration(fig. VIII-5)representsthe most
advancedtechnologyof those studied. The conceptemploys10 high-bypass,supersonic-turbofan/air-
turboexchanger/ramjetenginesfor atmosphericflightand three SSME-typeenginesfor ascent. The pay-
load is 91M.T., and the GLOW is approximately2000 M.T. This configurationenablesthe changefrom a
KSC launchinclinationto an equatorialLEO throughan atmosphericflightregime,and the singlestage
offersadditionaloperationaladvantages. The advancedenginerequirements,however,make this the
leastconservativeoptionfor projected1990'stechnology{ref. 20e).
C. OrbitalTransferVehicleConcepts
The total cost of deliveryof an SPS to GEO is stronglyinfluencedby the cost of delivery
of the OTV and its propellantto LEO. To minimizethe mass of materialtransportedto LEO,high-lsp
(lowpropellantconsumption)thrustersare required. Advancedvehiclesemployingthese thrusters
will requiresignificantadvancementover the currentstateof the art. Studiesto date have given
some preliminarycomparisonsof OTV's which couldbe availableat the time of constructionof the SPS
(refs.12c, 12e, 16b, 20e, and 21c).
Three types of OTV propulsionsystemswere considered. Chemicalpropulsionwas considered
for the GEO constructionoption,in which the payloadconsistsprimarilyof unassembledhardwarethat
permitshigher accelerationsthan an assembledor partlyassembledSPS. The relativelylow Isp of
LO2/LH2 propulsionoptionsand the correspondingincreasein the mass of propellantto be transported
to LEO by the HLLV penalizedthis systemheavilywith respectto self-poweredelectricpropulsionop-
tions (ref.12e).
A preliminaryanalysiswas devotedto a nucleargas-corepropulsionsystem. Althoughthis
systemoffers an ISD of between1000 and 5000 seconds,its advancedtechnologyand high development
costsmake it also l_ss desirablethan the electricpropulsionoptions.
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For electricpropulsion,two major configurations,two differentpower collectionsystems,
and three types of thrusterswere considered. The configurationconceptswere:
1. LEO constructionwith self powerto GEO
2_ GEO constructionwith deliveryby an independentlypoweredorbitaltransfervehicle
The configurationconceptsare relatedto the constructionlocation. Constructionin LEO
enablesuse of the SPS solararrays,or sectionsof them, to providepowerfor an electricpropulsion
system (ref.12e). Constructionin GEO precludesthe use of SPS arraysand requiresa self-poweredOTV.
It was determinedthat transportationcosts were nearlythe samefor both self-poweredand indepen-
dentlypoweredsystems(ref. 15b). The advantageof the self-poweredsystem in using a "payload"power
supplywas counteractedby its large distributedmass and high momentsof inertia,which magnifiedthe
attitudecontrolproblem. The independentlypoweredEOTVtransportsthe payloadin a concentratedmass
which reducesthe controlproblem.
The Power collectionsystemsconsideredwere siliconand galliumarsenidesolar cells to
correspondwith the choiceof SPS cell. The galliumarsenideconfigurationemployedconcentratorsto
reducethe areaof solar cells required. The increasedtemperature,becauseof concentration,provides
annealingof nearlyall radiationdamageto the solarcells. In the siliconconfiguration,loss in
power outputdue to temperaturerise indicatedthat concentratorsshouldnot be used. Annealingfor
power recoveryat GEO using lasersis consideredone optionfor extendingthe useful lifetimeof the
silicon-array-poweredOTV. To save weight,power is suppliedto the thrustersin both systemsby di-
rect drive;i.e.,power conditioningequipmentfor the variousvoltagesrequiredby the thrustersis
not used.
For the main propulsionthrusters,three types of engineswere consideredapplicable: re-
sistojets,magnetoplasmadynamic(MPD),and ion bombardment. The selectionof a thrusterdependson
engine lifetimeand the optimizationof Isp comparedto total EOTVmass. This latterconsideration
in turn dependson attitudecontrolthrustlevel requirementsin the low-altitudeportionof the flight.
The resistojethas low Isp (<1200seconds)and, therefore,offersinsuffic!entpropellantmass sav-
ings comparedto chemicalpropulsion. The Isp of MPD thrustersis currentlyes_imazeoto De between
2000 and 2500 seconds. It is estimatedthat developmentcould increase Isp to around4000 seconds.
The favoredcandidateis the ion bombardmentengine,which can have an Isp of from 5000
to 13,000seconds. These thrustershave been used in space usingmercury and cesiumpropellants,'and
groundtests have shown that argon and xenon are also suitable. Sincemetalscould have seriousenvi-
ronmentalimpacts,and xenon is sufficientlyscarceto preclude its use, argonwas used in the refer-
ence system. Characteristicsfor a 120-cmargonthrusterare shown in figureVIII-6.
The siliconcell referenceEOTV is shown in figureVIII-7,and the galliumarsenidecell ref-
erenceEOTV is shown in figureVIII-8. Table VIII-Ilists parametersfor these systemsalong with chem-
ical and nuclearsystemsdata.
D. PersonnelLaunchVehicle
The PLV providestransportationfor personneland prioritycargobetween Earth and low Earth
orbit. The referencesystememployedthe ShuttleOrbiter as the basic elementwith a self-contained
personnelmodule (PM) carriedin the cargo bay.
Severalapproachesto upratingthe Shuttlewere investigated,each involvingthe replacement
of the SRB'swith a recoverableliquidstage (or stages). The referencesystem(fig. VIII-9)uses a
winged, horizontal-landingboosteremployingfour LO2/CH4 engines. This boosterprovidesan evolution-
ary path to the referenceHLLV (refs.10 and 16b).
The alternativeconceptreplaceseach SRB with a LO2/LH2 booster,each usingfour SSME's
(fig.VIII-IO)(ref. 21c).
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E. Personnel Orbit Transfer Vehicle
The function of the POTVis to transport personnel and priority cargo between LEOand GEO.
The need to limit crew exposure to Van Allen radiation and other obvious considerations preclude
transferring crews on EOTV's with low-thrust engines and long trip times. Therefore, LOX/LH2-fueled
vehicles, which can make the trip in less than 6 hours, were studied for the crew rotation function.
The reference POTVconfiguration is a space-based common-stage OTVwith both stages having
the same propellant capacity (fig. VIII-It). The first stage provides approximately two-thirds of the
delta-velocity (AV) requirement for boost out of low Earth orbit. It is then separated for return to
the LEO staging depot. The second stage completes the boost from low Earth orbit as well as the re-
mainder of the other AV requirements to place the payload at GEOand also provides the required AV to
return the stage to the LEOstaging depot. Subsystems for each stage are identical in design approach.
The primary difference is the use of four engines in the first stage because of thrust-to-weight re-
quirements. Also, the second stage requires additional auxiliary propulsion because of its maneuvering °
requirements including docking of the p_load to the construction base at GEO. The vehicle delivers a
payload of 150,000 kg and returns 55,000 kg. The stage start-burn mass without payload is approxi-
mately 890,000 kg with the vehicle having an overall length of 56 m (ref. 10).
Several other propulsion configurations were analyzed, including single-stage and stage-
and-a-half concepts. Single-stage configurations which refuel at LEO and GEOreceived extensive anal-
ysis subsequent to the reference system. This concept requires a much smaller propulsion system be-
cause of the reduced propellant requirements per flight and allows the GEOto LEOpropellant to be
transported to GEOby the more efficient EOTV(refs. 16b and 21c). Figure VIII-12 shows one potential
single-stage configuration. Several POTVpersonnel modules have been considered which vary from the
reference system with a capability of up to 160 personnel to a 60-man STS-compatible module con-
sidered for the single-stage POTV.
F. Ground and Flight Operations
The reference launch and recovery site for the SPStransportation systems is the John F.
Kennedy Space tenter (KSC). Preliminary studies have suggested that HLLV and PLV launch rates
sufficient for the'installation of two 5-GW SPS's per year can be accommodated, although space limi-
tations as well as environmental concerns are critical factors.
A preliminary survey of western U.S. launch sites was conducted. These sites would permit
KSCto service projected STStraffic without the added pressure of SPStransportation and would allevi-
ate such environmental concerns as the sonic shocks accompanying stage recovery.
A preliminary design study was performed for an offshore launch and recovery facility using
current offshore platform technology. In addition to relieving the environmental restrictions of popu-
lated areas, this offshore facility would give the performance and operational benefits of a near-
equatorial launch (ref. 16d).
G. Technology Summar_
The primary technology advances required for the SPSspace transportation system are for
HLLV and EOTVdevelopment. The PLV requirements for advanced technology are shared with the HLLV. The
POTVrequires no developmental advances, although space basing and orbital propellant loading entail
new operational and technical requirements.
Technology advances offering special advantages to the HLLV (and PLV) are:
i. Propulsion system and fuels - The development of a reliable, easily maintained main pro-
pulsion system using hydrocarbon propellant is a primary requirement.
2. Insulation - An efficient, fully reusable liquid-hydrogen tank insulation requires
investigation.
3. Thermal protection system - Improved, lightweight, reusable thermal protection systems
for reusable vehicles must be developed.
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Key technologyissuespertainingto the EOTV are:
1. Technologyfor scalingion thrustersfrom 30 cm to 100 cm and larger
a. Grid stability
b. Multiple-cathodedesign
2. Replacementof mercuryby argonas propellant
3. Ionosphericeffectsof argon
4. Systemsdesigntrade datato select:
a. Thrusterlife
b. Power
c. Thrust
d. Isp
Generaltechnologyneeds identifiedfor the EOTV include:
I. Capabilityfor comprehensiveanalysesof complex,extremelylarge structuresunder
gravity-gradientloads,nonconstantappliedforces,and thermaltransients
2. Selectionof structuralmaterialsfor thermal,vacuum,and radiationenvironmentof LEO-
GEO flight;measurementof requiredpropertiesfor design
3. Annealingof radiationdamagein solar cells
4. Highlyreliable,redundantattitudecontrolsystemwhich guaranteesstabilityduringoc-
cultationof the Sun
5. Autonomousnavigation,guidance,and controlsystem
6. Means to insureagainstreentryfrom low Earthorbit
H. WorkshopSummary
An SPS Space TransportationWorkshopwas held January29-31,1980, at Huntsville,Alabama.
A summaryof the observationsand conclusionsreflectinga consensusof this workshopfollows.
A considerablenumberof conceptshave been studiedfor enhancingthe capabilitiesof the
currentShuttletransportationsystemso that its role can be extended in the early SPS demonstrations
and other flightoperations. Beyondthe growthand derivativeversionsof the presentShuttleconcept
lie the possibilitiesfor relativelylow cost transportationfrom Earth to LEO.
First steps in enhancingthe Shuttlewill probablyincludethe Titan-basedliquidboost mod-
" ule (LBM) and liquid-propellant boosters (LPB's) to replace the present solid rocket boosters. The
next choice between new ballistic or winged boosters must still be made as well as the choice between
series (staged) and parallel operation.
Entirely new, large vehicles will be required before the economic and environmental problems
of the prototype, or even demonstration, SPScan be resolved. The need for single stage to low Earth
orbit (SSTO) vehicles using either vertical or horizontal take-off and/or landing remains to be deter-
mined by future analyses or the course of events. In any event, considerable analysis, research, and
technology will be required before the choice can be properly made. Social impacts such as noise and
atmospheric pollution, locally and in the ionosphere, will need to be fully resolved.
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The Earthto LEO operationalrequirementsand costs dominatethe SPS spacetransportation
scene. Launch-vehicletechnologymust be drivento a rathersophisticatedextentto meet the needsas
currentlyperceived,and this perceptionis immatureat the presenttime. The workshopdecidedthat al-
thoughratheradvancedtechnologyand well-developedoperationalmanagementwould berequired to prop-
erly targetthe averagecost (basedon 1979 dollars)of gross cargo payloadsinto LEO at $30/kgfor
constructionof the referenceSPS, a furthergoalfor repetitiveconstructionof SPS's at $15/kgwould
requirethe use of very advanced,long-livedvehicleswith a sophisticatedoperationalorganization
using offshore,equatoriallaunchsites,etc.
The variousorbit-to-orbitmissionsin supportof the SPS demonstration,construction,and
operationneed to be betterdefinedbeforethe vehicleconceptscan be identified. ChemicalOTV's
need furtheranalysisand technologywork and a reasonablyearly start on developmentto providea
capabilitythat is neededin the present STS. Orbit-to-orbit,includingintraorbit,requirementsof
the 1980'sshouldbe coordinatedwith SPS requirementsfor chemicalrocketOTV's in the 1990'sand
beyond. In-orbitpropellantprocessingneedsto be fully assessed.
Much work is neededon the definitionof and researchand technologywork for electricrock-
et propulsionsystems. Missionanalysesincludingoptimizedhigh- and low-thrustaccelerationtrajec-
toriesare neededthat servethe SPS requirements. High-powerion thrustersand MPD thrustersneed
urgentdevelopmentattentionto ascertaintheir characteristics.Much bettercoordinationis needed
betweenthe electricrocketpropulsionsystemtechnologyplanningand supportand the overallNASA
need for this kind of propulsionfor applicationsincludingthe SPS.
More advancedpropulsionsystemssuch as dual-modesolid-corenuclearfissionsystems,gas-
core nuclearrocketstages,and mass-driverreactionengines(MDRE's)need sustainedattention.
Orbit-to-orbitpropulsionusing high-powerlasersshouldalsobe given attention.
The presentGround-BasedExploratoryDevelopment(GBED)Programin space transportationfor
SPS is entirelyinadequate. Its primaryaim shouldbe to strengthenthe presentconcepts,but, at
the same time and just as importantly,care shouldbe taken not to excludeany promisingconceptsor
technologies. If the GBED is intendedto be the nextphase for SPS, it shouldbe reconceivedfrom
the groundup with an order-of-magnitudeincreasein funding.
A greatly increasedprogramof SPS space transportationanalysis,research,and technology
is clearlyneeded. Effortsmust be devotedto areas of systemanalysisand technologyreadiness(in-
cludingground and space testing)that will reducespace transportationcost uncertaintiesin the next
5 to 10 years.
Althoughthe consensusof the workshopsupportedthe futureprospectsof the SPS, it was gen-
erallybelievedthat much work is neededbeforespace transportationchoicescould be made.
I. Conclusionsand RemainingIssues
The conclusionsof the studiesand reviewsconcerningthe SPS transportationsystemmay be
summarizedas follows.
i. The selectionof particularconceptsand designrequirementsfor SPS transportationsys-
tem elementsrequiresadditionaltechnologyand systemsanalysisstudies. However,no
technicalimpasseareas (i.e.,areas lackingtechnicalor operationalalternatives)have
been identified.
2. The major contributorto total SPS transportationcost is cargo deliveryfrom Earthto
LEO. The HLLV accountsfor approximately60% of the transportationcost per satellite.
3. Heavy lift launchvehicledesignconsiderationsestablishhydrocarbonfuel as the design
choicefor first-stagepropellantbecauseof its greaterenergydensity,and hydrogenas
the second-stagepropellantbecauseof its higherspecificimpulseand corresponding
lowerpropellantweight.
4. Both winged and ballisticSSTO HLLV'srequirea more advancedtechnologythan their
two-stagecounterparts.
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5. BallisticHLLV systemsare smallerand requirelessdevelopmentfundingthan winged
vehicles. Wingedvehiclesreduceoperatingcosts throughbetter recoveryand reusabil-
ity characteristics.Launch-raterequirementswill influencethe choiceof ballistic
or wingedconfigurations.WingedHLLV'salso offerthe opportunityfor personneltrans-
fer and thus eliminatethe needfor the separatePLV.
6. A KSC launchsite can supportan SPS programgoal of approximately10 GW per year based
on launch-padseparationdistanceand turnaroundconsiderations.
7. Launchsites near the Equatorgreatlyexpandthe launchwindowsand offer performance
advantagesby reducingplane-changerequirementsfor the OTV's. This advantageis not
significantfor high-specific-impulseelectricalOTV's but is for chemicalOTV concepts.
Other conclusionsregardingequatoriallaunchsites are:
a. Terrestrialtransportationcosts are modestbut not negligible.
. b. Lossof revenuesdue to time in transitmay be the cost driverfor sea freight.
c. Short-rangeair freightmay be cheaperoverallthan long-rangesea freight.
d. Freightmode fasterthan sea but cheaperthan air shouldbe used if available
" (hovercraft,hydrofoil,dirigible).
e. Terrestrialtransportationcosts and delaysmay be offsetby reductionin EOTVcosts
and delays.
8. Currentoffshoreplatformtechnologymakes it economicallyfeasibleto constructlaunch
and landingrecoveryfacilitiesfor wingedtwo-stagelaunchvehiclesin equatorial
waters as deep as 180 m (600ft) (ref.16d).
9. HLLV ascentand entry sonicoverpressuresand noise effectsdo not preRludethe use of
KSC as the HLLV launchsite. The peak sonicoverpressuresof 1197 N/m_ (25 psf) during
ascentare primarilydue to the plume effectand will occur overwater about 55 km
(30 n. mi.) downrangefrom the launchsite. Wingedvehicleconceptsare expectedto
producea peak overpressureof 144 to 191 N/m2 (3 to 4 psf) duringreentry. However,
with trajectoryselection,the maximumoverpressureexperiencedover inhabitedareas
can be limitedto 95.8 N/mz (2.0psf), similarto STS characteristics.
10. The directinjectionof HLLV exhaustproductsmay be kept below the ionosphereby using
a depressedtrajectorywith an insertionaltitudeof 75 km and a payloadpenaltyof ap-
proximately10%. The exhaustproductsof the first stage,which burns a hydrocarbon
(assumedmethane)with oxygen,are H20, H2, C02, and CO. The second-stageexhaustprod-
ucts are H20 and H2.
11. The SPS HLLV'sstudiedmost extensivelyhave generallyhad payloadcapabilitiesof 400
to 500 M.T. SmallervehiclesreduceDDT&E at the expenseof recurringcosts and intro-
duce constraintsinto SPS design. The technicalchallengeof largervehiclesis
greater,especiallyfor wingedconfigurations.
12. The primarytechnologyrequirementfor Earthto LEO transportationis the developmentof
a reliable,safe, easilymaintainedmain propulsionsystemusinghydrocarbonbooster
engines. Typicalpreliminarytasks includethe analysisand test of enginedesign im-
provementsand obtainingpropellantdesigndata throughcombustionand heat-transfer
tests. Other HLLV technologyrequirementsare the developmentof fully reusableLH2
tank insulationand improvedthermalprotectionsystem.
13. The deliveryof cargo from LEO to GEO may be accomplishedby conventionalchemical
(LOX/LH2)systemsor by solar-poweredelectricpropulsionsystems.
14. Key concernswith EOTV systemsare the sensitivityof solar arraysand structuresto
Van Allen radiationand the resultingimpacton performanceand operationallife.
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15. The long trip times of EOTV's (150to 210 days from LEO to GEO) precludetheir use for
personneltransport;specialpersonnelOTV's must be used to limitradiationexposure.
16. In-spacefueling,refurbishment,and maintenanceis requiredfor the space-basedOTV's.
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TABLE VIII-I.-PARAMETERCOMPARISONFOR PRINCIPALLEO/GEOTRANSPORTSYSTEMS
Parameter System
LOX/LH20TV NuclearOTVa ElectricOTV
Gallium Silicon
Payload,M.T........ 400 400 5171 4000
Propellant
Type ........... LH2 H2 Ar Ar
Mass, M.T.......... 800 124 666 515
Start-burnmass, M.T.... 890 606 6928 5977
o
Isp,sec .......... 500 1000 to 5000 8000 8000
Trip time
Up, days ......... -- -- 120 180
Down, days ........ -- -- 30 40
Total,hr ......... 11 11 ....
aNucleargas-corereactor.
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- 33.68mdiameter
Payloadenvelope I "--_75kq/m3
Stage II Stage I Q
FigureVIII-I.-Two-stageballisticseries-burnHLLV.
CH4/O2 G.G.18.5m
(60.7 ft)
79.9m
(262ft)
J
_L I
Orbiter Booster
FigureVIII-2.-Two-stagewingedseries-burnHLLV.
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ReferenceSPS HLLV
Payload- 420 M.T.
GLOW - II,000M.T.
Small HLLV
Payload- 120 M.T.
SaturnV GLOW - 4000 M.T.
Payload- lO0 M.T.
GLOW - 3000 M.T.
Space Shuttle
Payload- 40 M.T.
GLOW - 1900M.T.
FigureVIII-3.-SmalI-HLLVcomparisonwith other launchvehicles.
GLOW - 7.14 x 106 kg Orbiter
Payload- 0.227x lO6 kg Booste
- _72._-- --
GLOW - 1.95x 106 to 2.27 x 106 kg
(4.3x I06 to 5.0 x lO6 Ib)
Airportrunwaytake-off
Parachute-recoveredlaunchgear
Figure VIII-4.- Two-stage winged parallel-burn HLLV.
Crew Multicell wet wing
compartment Cargo bay Whitcombairfoil Wingtip
91,O00-kgpayload tridelta LH2 ullage
(200,000Ib) LH2 and LO2 tanks tank
landing Airbreather
gear propulsion
(I0 engines)Main landinggear
(jettisonablelaunch _Rocket propulsion
gear not shown) (3 hiqh-pressuretype)
Variableinlet
LH2 tank 5-segmentramp
closesfor:
Rocketboost
Reentry
FigureVIII-5.-Single-stagewingedhorizontal-take-offHLLV.
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Fixedcharacteristics
Beamcurrent: 80.0 A
Accel.voltage: 500.0V
Dischargevoltage: 3_.0 V (floating)
Couplingvoltage: ll.OV
Dbl. ion rates: 0.16 (J2/Jl)
Neutralefflux: 4.8384A equiv.
" Divergence: 0.98
Dischargeloss: 187.3eV/ion
Other loss: 1758.0W
Utilization: 0.892 W
" Life: 8000 hr
Weight: 50. kg
Selectedcharacteristics
creen (beam)voltage: 1700 V
nput power: 130 kW
Thrust: 2.9 N
Efficiency: 78
Accelerator Ionization
grid chamber Anode
Grounded ...\ ,_ _
shield-_T .i
_ Scre_ : Permanent
Electromagnet_] _ magnet
r--" : i[ i ' _--MountingI ring
Cathode Distribution
. T manifold
Propellant
inlet
FigureVIII-6.-120-cmargon ion thrustercharacteristics.
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_>Not to scale
•Inltlalpowe lOOm
_ area =rI=52_2MW _ "Payload
_Ar a ii Up = 4000 M.T.
:ili! ti:iiiiii!;5MN _ m Down = 200 M.T.
= T. •Trip time "
Up = 180 days
j Down = 40 days
•LO2/LH2 = 46 M.T. • Isp = 8000 sac
jPayload and Thrustermodule (4)
lOm beams :_um/prop ellant
_ _l_ m
I
i
Emptymags (M.T.) Solar array
Item Start-burnmass (M.T.)
Power gen & distrib (951) Payload 4000
Solar array 780
Structure 122 Empty 1462
Distribution 42 Propellant
Energy storage 7 Argon 469Electricpropulsion (496)
Thrusters 79 LO2LH2 46Power condi ti oni ng 219
Thermal cont 88 5977
Struct/mech 61
Propellantfeed sys ' 49
Auxiliarysystems (15)
Total 1462
FigureVIII-7.-Siliconsolarcell electricOTV.
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EOTV dry wt. = l.lxlO6 kg .
EOTVwet wt. - 1.76xlO6 kg ' _
Payloadwt. = 5.17xi06kg )Om__ . .
I1700m
562.9m
.'_5m_ 36 includes
9 25% spares
" Iololololololl
lOOm I Iolololo_loll lm
I Io1°1°1°I°i°U-.-_
EOTVweight/performancesummary(kg)
Solar array 588,196
Cells/structure 299,756
Powerconditioning 288,440
Thrusterarray (4) 96,685
Thrusters/structure I0,979
Conductors 4,607
Beams/gimbals 2,256
Propellanttanks 78,843
Attitudecontrolsystem 186,872
Power supply 184,882
Systemcomponents 274
Propellanttanks 1,716
EOTV inertweight 871,753
25% growth 217,938
Total inertweight 1,089,691
Propellantweight 666,660
Transferpropellant 655,219
ACS propellant II,441
EOTV loadedweight 1,756,351
Payloadweight 5,171,318
LEO departureweight 6,927,669
Propellantcost delivered($/kgP/L) 4.72
b
EOTV Thrustercharacteristics
• Maximumoperatingtemperature- 1900 K
•Total voltage- 8300 V
- •Grid voltage- 2000 V maximum
• Beam current- 1887 A
• Specificimpulse- 8213 sec
•Thrusterdiameter- 76 cm
• Thrust!thruster- 69.7 N
• Numberof thrusters- 144 (includes25% spares)
•Maximum of 64 thrustersoperablesimultaneously
FigureVIII-8.-Galliumarsenidesolarcell EOTV.
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Vehiclecharacteristics:
GLOW 2,714,750kg
BLOW 1,959,140kg Stage E No. Type Isp (SL/vac) Thrust(vac)
WP11,699,820 kg 1 60 4 High-P CLO2/LCH4318.5/352 2.15xlO69.564xlO61bfN i
OLOW (ET) 666,880kg 2 77.5 3 SSME 363.2/455.2 0.470xi06Ibf
WP2 551,720kg 2.091xlO6 N
Payload 88,730kg
37.93m I 55.69m
ModifiedET Flybackbooster
i_i_ureVIII-9.-ReferenceSTS-derivedPLV.
Launchconfiguration
Payload= 45.4 M.T. GLOW : 1664.7_.T.
47.6m l
6.1mdi
#
LH2 tank / L02 tank
(68.9M.T.)
ing rockets Landing "SSr_E-354 reqd.
Floatationstowage
Parachutestowage Enginecover
(open)
FigureVIII-IO.-AlternativeSTS-derivedPLV.
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Flightcontrol GEO passengermodule Supplymodule
module
4_m_- __ _Pr''ess- Un- L_ Stage 2
- urized press m interface
Crew = 2 Crew = 160 Cargo = 480 man-mo.
Mass = 4000 kg Mass = 36,000kg 96,000kg
Module = 15,000kg
_Main engine(2)
ACS thrusters--_ 470 kN (I05,000Ibf)
\
_Docking and /-_n engine(4)
. Payloadinterface \ / servicesection / kN (I05,000Ibf)
• LH2 tank _/_Lt_k__ LH_2 tan_ ._tLi_k_9. m
LO2/LH2 tank_ _ 28 m I Payload
I L Up 151,000kg
" Down 55,000kg
(4 places) 56 m -
I Stage- Stage 2 = - Stage 1 _ Prop 230,000kgInert30,000kg
FigureVIII-11.-PersonnelOTV: referencesystem.
I 43m 23m
20m _ 7m-_ (max)
It I oooooooooo
" _ If\ '_ /\ I
L._\llll'\,_l_/!"-,, I//I _ _Orbi tal personnelIPOTV module
. (80 passengers)
Figure VIII-12.- Personnel OTV: single-stage POTVconcept.
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